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Abstract Data flow formalisms are commonly used to

model systems in order to solve problems of buffer siz-

ing and task scheduling. A prerequisite for static anal-

ysis of a modeled system is the existence of a periodic

schedule in which the sizes of communication channels

can be bounded for an unbounded execution (consis-

tency), and that communication dependencies do not

introduce a deadlock in such an execution (liveness). In

the context of Cyber-Physical Systems, components are

often interfaced with the physical world and have fre-

quency constraints. The existing data flow formalisms

lack expressiveness to fully cover the expected behav-

ior of these components. We propose an extension to

static data flow paradigms, called PolyGraph, that in-

cludes frequency constraints and adjustable communi-

cation rates. We show that with these extensions, the
conditions for a model to be consistent and live are no

longer sufficient, and we extend the corresponding the-

orems with necessary and sufficient conditions to pre-

serve these properties. We illustrate how PolyGraph can

be used in practice on a realistic Advanced Driver As-

sistance System (ADAS), and present a framework to

check PolyGraph properties in the tool DIVERSITY,

along with experiments on realistic and random mod-

els.
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1 Introduction

Context. Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are increas-

ingly present in everyday life. In these systems, the

components require a certain amount of input data to

produce a known amount of output data, and some of

them must do so in synchrony with a reference time

scale. For example, the next generation of autonomous

vehicles will heavily rely on sensor fusion systems to

operate the car. Sensors and actuators have specified

frequencies. To produce its output, the fusion kernel re-

quires a certain number of samples from several sources,

with a temporal correlation between them.

Often, when implementing this kind of system, the

prediction of its performance is important to the system

designers. The performance prediction covers different

characteristics of the system, including its throughput,

memory footprint, and latency. In distributed imple-

mentations of such systems, an analysis of the commu-

nications between the components is necessary to con-

figure a network capable of respecting the application’s

real-time requirements.

Data flow formalisms [6,24,28] can be used to carry

out this kind of static analysis [7,9,17–19]. A prereq-

uisite to analyze a model is the existence of a periodic

schedule with two properties. The first property, con-

sistency, requires that the sizes of the communication

buffers remain bounded for an unbounded execution of

the schedule. In practice, if a model is not consistent, it

is not possible to implement the communications with-

out losing data samples. The second property, liveness,

requires the absence of deadlocks in the schedule.

Motivation and goals. The limitation of the existing

data flow formalisms to model the considered systems

is the lack of expressiveness regarding the synchroniza-
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tion on a common time scale for different components.

Our goal is to extend an existing data flow formalism

for which the consistency and liveness properties of a

given model are decidable, in order to cover applicative

real-time constraints. In doing so, we want to ensure

that the expressiveness extension does not impact the

decidability of these properties, and that the verifica-

tion can be performed in abstraction of a particular

implementation’s characteristics (like execution times

or mapping).

With this extension, the data flow performance anal-

ysis will benefit from the additional information on the

system behavior to produce tighter bounds. Compared

to approaches where all components are modeled as pe-

riodic and globally synchronous tasks [11,15], we want

to give the possibility to enforce this behavior only for

the subset of the modeled components with real-time

constraints. By having strict timing constraints only

where needed in the model, the behavior of modeled

systems will be less constrained and we can expect the

performance prediction to be less pessimistic [10].

Approach and main results. This paper introduces Poly-

Graph1, a specification language extending some vari-

ants of Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) [6,24,28] for

specification of frequency constraints on the compo-

nents. We define an arithmetic based on rational num-

bers to reason about the synchronization of the fre-

quency constrained components and data exchanges.

We show that the theorems providing a theoretical foun-

dation for practical verification of consistency and live-

ness for a static data flow model can be generalized to

this new formalism. Finally, we propose a framework
to decide the liveness of polygraphs, in a way similar

to [24,18].

The contributions of this work include:

– a data flow formalism, called PolyGraph, extending

variants of the well-known SDF [24] formalism, to

support the synchronization of data production and

consumption on a reference time scale;

– a demonstration that the decidability of two clas-

sical data flow properties, namely consistency and

liveness, is preserved for this new formalism;

– an overview of a modeling methodology based on

PolyGraph applied to a detailed and realistic use

case;

– an algorithm to check the liveness of polygraphs and

an implementation in the DIVERSITY tool;

– initial experiments with this tool to validate our ap-

proach.

1 We write ”PolyGraph” (capitalized) for the specification
formalism, and a ”polygraph” for a specific model in it.

This paper is an extended version of a previous pa-

per [14]. Extensions include a carefully revised, more

detailed presentation of the motivation and the for-

malism, with a generalized version of some definitions

for the synchronous constraints and many additional

examples and useful properties. Detailed proofs (or,

for some technical parts, proof sketches) are given for

the theorems. The definitions and properties are illus-

trated with additional running examples and counter-

examples. The extension proposes a detailed descrip-

tion of a realistic Advanced Driver Assistance System

(ADAS) use case and a step by step explanation of a

methodology to model it as a polygraph, with useful

algorithms to assist system designers in their task. The

tool implementation was optimized, leading to a 30%

speedup compared to [14]. Finally, a new campaign of

experiments has been performed, based in particular on

an automated random polygraph generator, specifically

implemented for this work.

Outline. The remainder of this paper is organized as

follows. Section 2 gives an informal introduction to the

proposed modeling approach, with a step-by-step ex-

planation relying on an illustrative system. In Sect. 3,

we formalize PolyGraph. Section 4 provides the state-

ments and proofs for the consistency and liveness theo-

rems. Section 5 presents the algorithm to check liveness

of a given polygraph and proves its properties. Section 6

describes the modeling activities to obtain a polygraph

on a realistic use case. Section 7 presents our implemen-

tation of the liveness checking algorithm and its eval-

uation. In Sect. 8 and 9, we discuss related and future

work, while Sect. 10 presents conclusion and perspec-

tives.

2 Motivation and Illustrating Example

Motivating example. To introduce the modeling appro-

ach behind PolyGraph, we use a toy example of a data

fusion system that could be integrated into the cockpit

display of a car, depicted in Fig. 1. The system is com-

posed of three sensors producing data samples to be

used by a data fusion component, and a display com-

ponent. The function of the sensor components is to

read the data from their sensors, while the function of

the data fusion component is to compute a result based

on this data. The function of the display component is

to render the fusion result on a screen. To do so, the

sensor components send the data to the fusion com-

ponent, and the fusion component sends the result to

the display component. The first sensor component is a

video camera producing frames. The other two sensor

components analyze radar and lidar based samples to
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(a) Variant with inconsistent SDF rates (b) Variant with consistent SDF rates

(c) Variant with CSDF rates (d) Polygraph variant

Fig. 1: A data fusion system modeled as a data flow graph with frequencies on a subset of actors. The variants a) to d) specify
an amount of data exchanged by the components in different variants of the model. In the polygraph variant d), there are two
non-trivial initial conditions: 3{4 for the channel connecting the radar and fusion actors (denoted by a circled rational number)
and a phase of 20ms for the display actor.

produce a descriptor of the closest detected obstacles.

The fusion component uses this information to draw

the obstacle descriptors on the corresponding frame.

We use this data fusion example to introduce clas-

sical data flow concepts step by step and explain the

limitations of existing data flow models, preventing to

capture all its requirements. At each step, we explain

informally the extensions present in PolyGraph that

overcome these limitations, and their impact on the de-

cidability of data flow properties. The modeling of the

toy example actually provides counter examples prov-

ing that existing statements for SDF and derived mod-

els are no longer sufficient to verify these properties.

2.1 Frequency Constrained Communication

Communication dependencies. The first step to model

this system is to build a graph capturing data depen-

dencies between the components. Each vertex models

an actor, an abstract entity representing the function

of a component. Each directed edge models a commu-

nication channel, the source actor being the producer

of data consumed by the destination actor. The struc-

ture of the graphs in the variants of Fig. 1 illustrate the

dependencies in our example.

The communication policy on the channels is First-

In First-Out (FIFO), the write operation is non-blo-

cking, and the read operation is blocking. On each chan-

nel, the atomic amount of data exchanged by the con-

nected actors is called a token, and all write and read

operations are measured in tokens. An actor produces

(resp. consumes) a certain number of tokens on a chan-

nel when it writes (resp. reads) the corresponding amount

of data.

In our example, we consider that a camera frame

is a token for the two channels connecting the camera,

fusion, and display actors. For the channels connecting

the radar and lidar actors to the fusion actor, we con-

sider a token suitable to store the number of obstacle

descriptors drawn on each camera frame.

The actors communicate by firing, an atomic pro-

cess during which they consume and produce a certain

number of data tokens on the connected channels. With

this policy, the graph can be assimilated to a Kahn Pro-

cess Network (KPN) [21]. In a KPN, the communica-

tions are determinate, but in general it is not possible

to statically analyze its performance.
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Synchronous and asynchronous constraints. In practice,

sensors and actuators have a fixed sampling rate, and

the production of each data sample occurs at that spec-

ified frequency. To model these constraints, we propose

to label some actors with frequencies, corresponding to

the real-life constraint. An actor with a frequency la-

bel must fire at that frequency. For our example, we

consider the frequency labeling illustrated by Fig. 1.

A global clock is used to synchronize the firing of

frequency labeled actors. Since the synchronous con-

straints are expressed as frequencies, we have a multi-

periodic system, and the period of the global clock is

defined in the next section to observe the hyperperiod

of that system (100ms in our example). In addition,

to specify the acceptable latency between the firings of

actors, the first firing of an actor can be delayed by

a certain amount of time in the hyperperiod, called a

phase.

Hence, in the hyperperiod of the system, there are

significant dates at which some actors must fire. As

formalized in the next section, the period of the global

clock is divided by a sufficient number of ticks to iden-

tify all the significant dates in the hyperperiod. Due to

the multi-periodic nature of the system and the phases,

it is possible that only some ticks identify significant

dates (we call them significant ticks).

In PolyGraph, the time it takes for an actor to fire is

abstracted away, which is comparable in a sense to the

synchronous hypothesis of synchronous languages [4].

We consider that a firing occurs at a tick if all the

expected communications are completed as an atomic

transaction on that tick.

In our example, we want to specify that the accept-

able latency to draw the result of the fusion on the

screen after capture by the sensors is 20ms. By adding

that phase to the display actor, we specify that its first

firing occurs 20ms after the beginning of the hyperpe-

riod. The sensor actors do not have a phase, so they

all fire synchronously at the start of the hyperperiod.

Hence, the time elapsed between the firings of the sens-

ing actors and a firing of the display actor that depends

on the data they produce should be at most 20ms. Of

course, in the mathematical formalism, the real-time

units are abstracted.

Mixed-firing policy. Generally, in real-life systems, com-

putation kernels compute asynchronously, as soon as

input data is available, and they do not have frequency

constraints. In our frequency labeling, the actors mod-

eling such components can be left without a frequency

label. Their firing is also an atomic transaction complet-

ing all the expected communications, but it can occur

at any tick, significant or not. In our example, this is

the case for the fusion actor.

The possibility to have unlabeled actors is an im-

portant and differentiating part of our approach, as

further discussed in Sect. 8. It allows to mix a syn-

chronous firing policy for labeled actors, and an asyn-

chronous firing policy for unlabeled actors. This means

that the scheduling of firings has periodic synchronous

constraints that apply only where needed by the real-

life system. In general, periodic synchronous constraints

inflict a penalty on the performance of the system, de-

laying the execution of the constrained component. Re-

laxing these constraints where they are not necessary

expands the search space of static analysis algorithms,

and may allow them to produce tighter bounds in some

cases (for example allowing bursts of executions for

components with short execution times, reordering of

unconstrained executions, etc.).

2.2 Memory-Bounded Periodic Schedule

Another characteristic of real-life software components

in our context is that they require a fixed number of

input samples from each source. For example, the fu-

sion component requires one frame from the camera and

obstacle detection descriptors from the radar and lidar

sensors.

The constraint on the number of tokens to produce

and consume can be captured by KPN restrictions,

such as Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) [24]. Thanks

to the linear behavior of a modeled system in these

restrictions, they allow us to decide for any given sys-

tem whether the communications can occur in bounded

memory for an unbounded repetition of a periodic sched-

ule of the modeled system. Systems respecting this prop-

erty are said to be consistent.

Static rates. In SDF, both ends of each channel are as-

signed a rate, denoting a number of tokens. The rate at

the origin of a channel is called an output (or produc-

tion) rate, and that at the destination is an input (or

consumption) rate. An actor thus has a rate for each

channel it is connected to, and each of its firings con-

sumes or produces the corresponding number of tokens

on these channels.

Without taking frequencies into account, if we as-

sign a rate of 1 to all actors on all channels as in the

variant of Fig. 1a), the resulting SDF matches the de-

scription of the system. Indeed, the sensor actors pro-

duce one token each, the fusion actor consumes these

tokens, and in turn produces one token to be consumed

by the display actor. With these rates, given any mark-

ing of the graph with any numbers of tokens stored in
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the channels, if all actors fire once, the same number of

tokens remains in the channels. Hence, the SDF graph

is consistent.

But when taking frequencies into account, the graph

is no longer consistent. In this example, the camera pro-

duces 30 tokens per second, the radar produces 120

tokens per second, and the lidar produces 10 tokens

per second. This means that per second, because of

the production rate and frequency of the lidar, the fu-

sion actor will be able to fire only 10 times to respect

the read-blocking policy of the channels. It will con-

sume only 10 tokens from the camera and radar actors,

leaving respectively 20 and 110 unconsumed tokens on

their channels. Hence, it is no longer possible to bound

the size of these channels for an unbounded execution

of the graph. This shows that to achieve consistency,

for any frequency labeled actor, the number of asyn-

chronous firings of its unlabeled predecessors and suc-

cessors should be adjusted in a periodic schedule.

A possible adaptation of those naive unitary rates,

given in the variant of Fig. 1b), restores the consistency

property. With the production and consumption rates

both set to 1 on the channel connecting the camera

and the fusion actors, the fusion actor basically inherits

a frequency constraint of 30Hz. It inherits the same

frequency constraint from the radar and lidar actors

since it now consumes 4ˆ30 “ 1ˆ120 tokens per second

from the radar, and 1ˆ 30 “ 3ˆ 10 tokens per second

from the lidar. The rates on the channel connecting the

fusion and display actors are also balanced.

It is then important to state the difference between

an actor constrained by a frequency label, and an actor

inheriting a frequency by transitivity. An actor with a

frequency label must fire synchronously with the ticks

of the global clock. For an actor that inherits the fre-

quency, the number of firings in a periodic schedule are

constrained, but they can occur at any tick.

The rates of the SDF variant of Fig. 1b) are sat-

isfactory to achieve consistency, but do not accurately

reflect the expected behavior. The fusion actor would

consume 4 tokens per firing from the radar actor, while

in reality the component only requires 1. This would

result for example in an inaccurate static analysis of

the memory footprint required to store the samples.

Cyclo-Static Rates. It is possible to use Cyclo-Static

Data Flow (CSDF) [6] to get closer to the real com-

munication requirements. In CSDF, the successive fir-

ings of an actor cyclically consume or produce a differ-

ent number of tokens on every connected channel. The

successive rates on each channel are expressed as a se-

quence of natural numbers. For example, an actor with

a cyclo-static sequence of output rates r1, 2s produces

1 token for its first firing, 2 tokens for the second, 1 for

the third, 2 tokens for the fourth, and so on. A zero

rate may occur in the sequence, meaning that the ac-

tor does not push or pull tokens on the channel for the

corresponding firing.

In our context, a cyclo-static sequence is necessary

on a channel if the connected actors have frequency

constraints conflicting with the expected communica-

tion behavior. In this case, we propose that one of the

actors must be chosen as having the reference frequency

for the communication, and the other actor must adapt

its rate to a cyclo-static sequence accordingly. In other

words, the second actor is in charge of resampling the

token stream to cope with the difference in frequencies.

To illustrate this approach, the variant of Fig. 1c)

uses cyclo-static sequences. The fusion actor requires

one token from each sensor every firing. Since the com-

ponent is synchronized on camera frames, we decide

that the fusion actor’s reference frequency should be

the same as the camera actor (30Hz). For the channel

connecting these two actors, the frequency constraints

do not conflict with the expected communication be-

havior, and we assign a static rate of 1 to both ends.

Now, considering the radar actor, the fusion actor

is taken as reference and only requires 30 tokens per

second out of 120. Considering this ratio, we assign the

sequence r0, 0, 0, 1s as production rates for the radar ac-

tor. The radar actor is thus in charge of downsampling

its output stream towards the fusion actor. For the lidar

actor, the fusion actor requires 30 tokens per second,

but only 10 tokens per second are produced. We then

assign the cyclo-static sequence r1, 0, 0s as consumption

rates for the fusion actor. This time an upsampling is

required, and the fusion actor is in charge of its imple-

mentation. A similar logic is applied for the connection

to the display actor. The output rate of the fusion actor

was chosen to illustrate an overproduction to balance

the communication. Indeed, the fusion actor will pro-

duce one additional token every three firings.

With this variant, only the required tokens are ex-

changed on the channels, and the consistency property

is preserved. The consequence on the stream of actual

data values highly depends on the implemented func-

tion, and is therefore out of the scope of the data flow

modeling. In the particular case of the radar actor in

our example, the software implementation could per-

form a downsampling of the sensed data, or just send

one out of four computed results and drop the others.

The solution with CSDF rates is satisfactory regard-

ing expressiveness and property decidability. But in all

generality, we believe that choosing appropriate cyclic

rate sequences for all channels manually is not conve-

nient for the system designer. Indeed, for large systems
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with a great number of different frequencies and con-

nections, the repetitive task of manually specifying se-

quences satisfying the resampling requirements, in par-

ticular for non-trivial frequency ratios, may become te-

dious. In addition, we believe that human beings tend

to make mistakes in such repetitive tasks.

Rational Rates. We propose instead to extend the SDF

model with rational communication rates, as attempted

in Fractional Rate Data Flow (FRDF) [28], where a rate

r “ p{q specifies that the actor produces or consumes

either a fraction p{q of token every firing or p tokens

every q firings. In FRDF, the detailed semantic of the

communication with a rational rate is not formalized.

We formalize in the next section a semantic where p to-

kens are produced or consumed every q firings, and the

natural number of tokens produced or consumed by any

firing is r rounded either up or down, denoted rrs and

tru respectively. As further detailed in Sect. 6, there is

a unique default cyclo-static sequence that corresponds

to a given rational rate, and Algorithm 2 provided in

that section describes how to compute it. In some sense,

the proposed semantic with a linear behavior over ra-

tional numbers will be used to approximate the desired

non-linear cyclo-static behavior with a (possibly differ-

ent) integer number of produced or consumed tokens

for each firing, and will bring the benefit to ensure good

properties of the system thanks to this linear approx-

imating behavior. The proposed variant of the system

for our example is shown in Fig. 1d). For now, we ig-

nore the rational marking on the channel connecting

the radar to the fusion actor. In this case, the default

sequences for the rates given in this variant are those

of the CSDF variant Fig. 1c).

We propose the same methodology as mentioned

above for CSDF rates: for a given channel, the fre-

quency and the rate of one actor are considered as a

reference, while the other one adapts its rates accord-

ing to that reference. The rate of the reference actor

corresponds to the exact communication requirement

of the corresponding software component, and is thus

a static integer rate (the rates of 1 in our example, cf.

Fig. 1a)). The rational rate for the other actor is com-

puted using the ratio between the frequencies of the two

actors. In our example, the adjusted output rate of the

radar is thus 1ˆ 30{120 “ 1{4, and the adjusted input

rate of the fusion on the channel coming from the lidar

is 1ˆ 10{30 “ 1{3.

With the frequency labeling and rational communi-

cation rates, we obtain a model that describes as closely

as possible the communication and timing requirements

of our illustrative example, and the required resampling

sequences can be be automatically computed from the

rates and frequencies. We have seen a counter-example

showing that the existing conditions for the consistency

property are no longer sufficient when adding the fre-

quency constraints. We provide (in Theorem 1 below)

an extended statement to the existing consistency the-

orem, along with a proof that the required conditions

are necessary and sufficient.

2.3 Causally Correct Schedule

Causality issues can appear in static data flow models

without frequencies: in the case of cyclic graphs, the

firings of the actors in a cycle all depend on each other.

This means that without a sufficient number of tokens

initially occupying the channels in a cycle, there is a

deadlock in the scheduling of the modeled system. To

prevent this, it is possible to mark the channels with

a sufficient initial number of tokens, allowing the fir-

ings of all actors in the cycle. The liveness property of

a static data flow graph is verified when all cycles in

the graph are marked with enough tokens to prevent a

deadlock [24,6].

Even though the graph of Fig. 1d) is acyclic, we

can show that without introducing initial conditions it

has causality issues, as illustrated by the timing dia-

gram of Fig. 2. This diagram illustrates the expected

timing of actor firings in our example, and the data

dependencies between them, according to the semantic

formalized in the next section. Note that the numbers

of tokens produced or consumed by the firings for the

graph of Fig. 1d) without initial conditions are exactly

given by the cyclo-static rates of the variant of Fig. 1c).

The diagram represents the scheduling constraints

for our example: a firing that must occur at a tick can-

not happen at any other time, and for any data de-

pendency, the source of the arc should occur before its

destination, or at the same time. It is then obvious that

the data dependencies marked by a cross in Fig. 2 are

not satisfied in time since they go backwards on the

time scale.

For example, the first firings of the display and cam-

era actors (that is, D1 and C1) must occur at the first

tick. The first firing of the fusion actor must thus occur

at the first tick because of dependencies C1ÑF1ÑD1.

This constraint for F1 is not compatible with its data

dependency on the fourth firing of the radar actor (R4).

Indeed, R4 must occur synchronously at a later tick.

We thus extend the notion of deadlock in data flow

literature to this particular situation. It is arguable to

call a situation where inputs are missing at some real-

time date a deadlock. We make that choice because,

in the formalization, in that particular case the clock
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Fig. 2: Scheduling constraints of the example from Fig. 1d)
considered without initial conditions. Firings are identified by
the initial letter of the corresponding actor and the rank of
the firing. Arrows show data dependencies between firings.
The vertical dashed lines represent the significant ticks in the
hyperperiod. The firings that must occur synchronously at
one of them are centered on that tick. The data dependencies
marked by a cross introduce a causality issue.

cannot tick without breaking the validity of the execu-

tion, in the same way as the actor with missing inputs

cannot fire, and the producing actor of the missing in-

puts cannot fire either because the clock cannot tick.

The execution cannot progress one step further and re-

main valid due to starvation. We interpret this loop in

causality between these events as a deadlock.

Hence, for the frequency extension we propose, while

a sufficient marking for cycles is necessary and suffi-

cient for SDF and CSDF models, it is not a sufficient

condition to ensure a schedule without deadlocks for

a polygraph. The additional condition we need is that

the input tokens required by a firing can be produced

at an earlier tick of the global clock, or at the same

tick. We thus propose an extension to the initial mark-

ing of data flow graphs in order to shift production and

consumption times.

Rational marking. One way to adjust production or

consumption times is to change the default sequences

defined by the rational rates, as explained in the follow-

ing.

For this, we propose a rational initial marking of

the graph. Each channel with natural rates at both

ends can be marked with a positive integer giving the

initial number of tokens, as in (C)SDF. Each channel

with a rational rate r “ p{q on one of the ends can be

initially marked with a rational number n ` k{q with

0 ď k ă q, which indicates that the channel initially

holds n tokens (as in (C)SDF), and, if 0 ă k, the de-

fault sequence is adjusted according to k. As detailed

after the formal definitions in Sect. 6, if the rational

Fig. 3: Adjusted scheduling constraints from Fig. 2 taking
into account the initial marking of 3{4 on the channel con-
necting the radar and fusion actors. The production of the
first token by the radar occurs 3 firings earlier. Some data
dependencies are still invalid.

rate is on the producer, the default sequence is rotated

left by k positions; otherwise, it is rotated right by k

positions.

To illustrate how this helps decreasing the risk of

a deadlock, consider the model of Fig. 1 with the de-

fault sequences of variant c) and the corresponding ra-

tional rates of variant d), and let us illustrate the effect

of the initial marking of 3{4 on the channel connect-

ing the radar to the fusion actor in that variant. (The

phases are considered to be 0 for the moment). This

initial marking does not add a token, but rotates the

default sequence r0, 0, 0, 1s by 3 elements to the left,

yielding the sequence r1, 0, 0, 0s. When comparing the

schedules of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we can see that this mark-

ing shifts the dependency R4ÑF1 to R1ÑF1, R8ÑF1

to R5ÑF1, and so on. With this adjustment, the tokens

are produced earlier by the radar actor, on time for D1

to fire synchronously with the first tick. However, some

dependencies remain unsatisfied, and we explain below

a complementary approach to the initial marking to

correct this.

Note that there is a functional reason to add an

initial marking, it is not just some mechanism to work-

around causality issues. Indeed, in Fig. 3, all the firings

of the sensing actors producing tokens used by the fu-

sion actor occur at the same tick. This means that the

data samples used by the actual component in the sys-

tem have equivalent production dates, which is prefer-

able for fusion algorithms. More details on this aspect

are given in Sect. 6 after the formalization.

Relaxed phases. We proposed earlier to use a phase to

express the maximal acceptable latency between firings

of actors. Increasing this phase is a complementary ap-

proach to the initial marking of the channels in order to
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Fig. 4: Adjusted scheduling constraints from Fig. 3 taking
into account the phase of 20ms for the display actor. All the
firings of the display actor are delayed in the hyperperiod,
which introduces new significant ticks (dotted lines). All the
data dependencies are satisfied on time.

prevent causality issues. In other words, for some fixed

rates and initial markings, there might be a minimal

latency required to achieve a causally correct periodic

schedule.

This is the case in our illustrative example of Fig. 1d)

with the initial marking (and without the phase for the

display actor), illustrated by the constraints of Fig. 3.

The dependencies C2ÑF2ÑD2 and C3ÑF3ÑD3 are

invalid. Let us show how this issue can be addressed

by choosing a phase for the display actor. The longest

delay between an activation of the display and the pro-

duction of a token it requires by the camera is the one

between D3 and C3. Relying on the period of the cam-

era and display firings, the duration between these fir-
ings is easily inferred as 50{3ms, i.e. « 17ms. The de-

pendencies C3ÑF3ÑD3 cannot be satisfied unless the

display actor has a phase greater or equal to that dura-

tion. Since with the initial marking, the firings R5 and

R9 occur synchronously with C2 and C3, the minimal

latency to satisfy the dependencies R5ÑF2ÑD2 and

R9ÑF3ÑD3 is the same.

The chosen latency of 20ms in the initial conditions

of Fig. 1d), chosen for functional reasons in the de-

sign process described earlier, is greater than this lower

bound. Combined with the rational marking on the

radar-fusion connection, chosen to have temporally cor-

related samples for the fusion algorithm, it is suitable

to have a live schedule, as shown in Fig. 4.

The rational marking and phases provide two de-

grees of adjustment to synchronize the data exchanges.

As for the consistency property, we have shown that

with the synchronous firing constraints, the existing

conditions for the liveness property are not sufficient.

We provide (in Theorem 2 in Sect. 4) an extended state-

ment to the existing liveness theorem, along with a

proof that the required conditions are necessary and

sufficient. A model verifying this property guarantees

that the requirements captured by the rational mark-

ings and the phases are feasible in practice in a causally

correct periodic schedule.

3 The PolyGraph Language

We denote by B the set t0, 1u, by Z the set of integers,

by N “ tn P Z |n ě 0u the set of natural integers, and

by Q the set of rational numbers. A number r P Q
rounded down (resp., up) to a closest integer is denoted

by tru (resp., rrs).

For a set A, we denote A˚ the set of all finite se-

quences of elements of A and A` the set of all non-

empty sequences; in other words, A˚ is the free monoid

on A and A` is the free semigroup on A. For any se-

quence w “ a1 ¨ ¨ ¨ an P A˚, the ith element of w is de-

noted wris “ ai and the length of w is denoted |w| “ n.

The concatenation of w,w1 P A` is denoted w ¨ w1.

For any 1 ď j ď n, we denote by uj the vector

puiq P Bn such that ui “ 1 ô i “ j. If there is no risk of

ambiguity on the number n of rows of a column vector,

we denote by 0 the vector whose components are all 0.

For a matrix A P Qnˆm, we denote the transpose of this

matrix by AT P Qmˆn, which is mainly used to write

vectors in a more compact form, e.g. for a three-element

zero vector 0 “
“

0 0 0
‰T

. Finally, for two vectors a “

pajq,b “ pbjq P Qn we write a ő b (resp., a ŕ b) if for

any j we have aj ď bj (resp., aj ě bj).

3.1 System Components

Actors, channels, tokens, and firings. The function im-

plemented by a component of the modeled system is

represented by an abstract entity that we call an actor.

Each function has expected inputs and outputs. Read-

blocking FIFO channels represent the connections be-

tween outputs and inputs of different modeled func-

tions.

There is an implicit data type for the communica-

tion over a given channel, and we call one instance of

that type a token. A firing of an actor corresponds to

one execution of the modeled function, which consumes

the required input tokens and produces the resulting

output tokens. These connections are modeled as a (sys-

tem) graph.

Definition 1 (System graph) A (system) graph is

a connected finite directed graph G “ pV,Eq with set

of nodes (or actors) V and set of edges (or channels)

E Ď V ˆ V .
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Fig. 5: Graphical representation of a toy polygraph P: used as a running example, along with the corresponding formal
definitions, explained throughout Sect. 3. The initial frequencies inside the actors are given in Hz (i.e. times per second),
while the ω mapping is equivalently defined in decahertz (i.e. times per 100ms) with a time unit of 100ms adapted to have
gcdpω1, ω3q “ 1.

We consider that V and E are indexed respectively

by t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , |V |u and t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , |E|u, and denote by vj the

actor of index j and by ei the channel of index i. For an

actor vj , let inpvjq “ txvk, vly P E | l “ ju denote the set

of input channels of vj , and outpvjq “ txvk, vly P E | k “ ju

the set of output channels of vj .

Throughout this section, we illustrate the definitions

using the toy polygraph P:, illustrated in Fig. 5. We will

detail the definition of P: step by step when stating the

corresponding formal definition.

3.2 Communication Constraints

Rates and topology matrix. For any pair of a channel ei
and an actor vj , we associate a rate γij which is a ra-

tional number whose absolute value defines the partial

production or consumption effect on ei of each firing

of vj , and whose sign indicates if the effect is a partial

production (γij ą 0) or consumption (γij ă 0). Note

that by partial, we do not mean that a portion of to-

ken is produced or consumed. As explained in Sect. 2,

a non-zero fractional part for a rate γij rather repre-

sents a resampling of the token stream on the channel,

necessary when two connected actors do not operate

at compatible frequencies. In practice, a rational rate

should be assigned to the actor modeling the compo-

nent in charge of the actual resampling (if it is neces-

sary). Thus at most one of the rates on the two ends

of a channel can be non-integer. The Condition (ii) of

the following Def. 2 reflects this intended use. The two

other Conditions (i) and (iii) state that, by convention,

the rate γij must be 0 when vj is not connected to ei
and when vj is connected to both ends of ei.

Indeed, for a self-loop ei “ xvj , vjy connecting vj to

itself, the global production/consumption effect of vj on

the channel must be 0 for the model to be consistent.

Therefore the associated production and consumption

rates must be equal. Their exact value does not matter

and can be any integer.

The rates are given by a topology matrix with one

row per channel and one column per actor. For example,

the matrix Γ of Fig. 5 gives the rates for our example

P:. In the graphical representation, only the non-zero

rates γij are shown for a channel ei, near the end con-

nected to the corresponding actor vj .

Definition 2 (Topology matrix) A matrix Γ “ pγijq P

Q|E|ˆ|V | is a topology matrix for a graph G if for every

channel ei “ xvk, vly P E, we have:

(i) the rate γij “ 0 for all j ‰ k, l;

(ii) if k ‰ l, then the rates γik ą 0 and γil ă 0 are

irreducible fractions, and at least one of them has a

denominator equal to 1 (i.e. is an integer); let qi ě 1 be

the greatest of their denominators, we define ri “ 1{qi
the smallest fraction portable by ei;

(iii) if k “ l, then γik “ 0{1 “ 0, and we define qi “

ri “ 1.

Channel state. A channel state is a vector of rational

numbers with one row per channel, where the compo-

nent for channel ei “ xvj , vky tracks the partial produc-

tion or consumption effect of successive firings of vj and

vk by addition of rates γij and γik. The component for

ei must thus be a multiple of its smallest portable frac-

tion ri. The number of tokens in a channel is defined as

the integer part of its rational state, and a token is ac-

tually produced (resp. consumed) by a firing when this
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integer part increases (resp. decreases) at this firing.

The channels are read-blocking, so in order to be valid,

a channel state cannot have a negative component.

On the polygraph of Fig. 5, the channels are marked

with a circled rational number rO;. This denotes a non-

zero initial channel state, and the corresponding vector

is c; “ r 43 ,
1
2 s

T. Hence, t 43 u “ 1 token initially occupies

channel e1.

Definition 3 (Channel state) A vector c “ pciq P

Q|E| is a channel state of a graph G with topology ma-

trix Γ if for every channel ei “ xvj , vky P E, we have

ci “ zri for some z P Z. We say that tciu is the number

of tokens occupying channel ei. In addition, we say that

channel state c is valid if for all ei P E we have ci ě 0.

Remark 1 For any actor vj , the jth column of Γ gives

the rate γij for each channel ei. Therefore, to extract

that column, we can use the product Γ ¨ uj . For any

channel state c, the new channel state after an atomic

firing of vj is given by c`Γ ¨uj . For example, with the

topology matrix for P: of Fig. 5, the rates of actor v2
are given by:

Γ ¨ u2 “ Γ ¨
“

0 1 0
‰T

“
“

´2 1
‰T

.

[\

3.3 Synchronous Constraints

Timed actors, frequencies, and time unit. A non-empty

subset VF Ď V of actors are timed actors. Each of them

is constrained by a frequency, expressed as a strictly

positive natural number. We use a frequency mapping

ω : VFÑNą0 in order to map each timed actor vj to its

frequency ωpvjq, denoted ωj . There is an implicit time

unit, and each timed actor vj P VF is supposed to be

fired exactly ωj times per time unit. In order to have

a minimal time unit suitable to express the frequen-

cies of all timed actors, we assume that the greatest

common divisor (or gcd) of the frequencies is 1. This is

not limiting, since for any set of frequencies, a suitable

time unit can be chosen to fit this constraint. Indeed,

the exact value of the time unit is not essential for this

formalization.

For example, with the frequencies indicated inside

the actors of Fig. 5 and expressed in Hz, i.e. times per

second, their gcd is 10. The frequency mapping ω of

P: is defined with those same frequencies expressed

in decahertz (daHz), i.e. times per 100ms (1daHz “

10Hz). In this case their gcd is 1, and the implicit time

unit is 100ms.

Global clock, resolution, and ticks. In addition, timed

actors must fire synchronously with respect to a peri-

odic global clock. The resolution of the global clock is a

number π P N of ticks per time unit that is sufficiently

frequent to associate to each tick the set of timed actors

that must fire at the corresponding date. The resolution

π must thus be a multiple of the least common multiple

(or lcm) of the timed actor frequencies ωj . We denote

by Tπ “ t 0, 1, . . . , π ´ 1 u the global clock with resolu-

tion π, and by τ P Tπ one of its ticks.

In our running example P:, we choose the minimal

possible resolution of the global clock π “ 3. The period

of that global clock is defined by the time unit of ω

(i.e. 100ms), and the duration2 between two consecutive

ticks is 100{3ms.

Phase. In addition to a frequency, the timed actors

have a phase. Since the firings are synchronous with

the global clock, such a delay for the first firing of some

timed actors allows us to specify an acceptable latency

between the firings of two timed actors. Sometimes, re-

laxing this acceptable latency by increasing the phase

is necessary to respect causality, as explained in Sect. 2.

We use a phase mapping ϕ : VFÑTπ to map each

timed actor vj to its phase ϕpvjq, denoted ϕj . The first

firing of each timed actor vj P VF then occurs at the

tick τ “ ϕj . The latency is thus expressed as a duration,

and the greater the resolution of the global clock, the

finer the specification of the phases.

To respect the specified frequency, the firings of a

timed actor vj should occur ωj times over the π ticks

of the global clock, that is, every pπ{ωjq
th tick, starting

from tick ϕj . This obviously requires that the phase ϕj
of timed actor vj be strictly less than π{ωj . Hence, a

timed actor vj is expected to fire synchronously with

ticks τ P Tπ such that τ ” ϕj pmod π{ωjq.

The phase mapping ϕ of P: in Fig. 5 is defined such

that v1 fires on tick 0 and v3 fires on tick 2. Considering

that the duration of a tick is 100{3ms, the phase of v3
is thus given under the actor in the graphical represen-

tation as the duration ϕ2.100{3 « 67ms.

Synchronous constraints and clock matrix. The full syn-

chronous constraints are thus defined by a tuple of a fre-

quency mapping, a global clock resolution, and a phase

mapping.

Definition 4 (Synchronous constraints) For a graph

G with a non-empty set of timed actors VF Ď V , (syn-

chronous) constraints are defined as a tuple Θ “ xω, π, ϕy

2 In a practical implementation, the mechanisms deployed
to cope with repeating decimals in such durations are imple-
mentation dependent (e.g. the objects ratio and duration of
the C++ standard chrono library).
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with a frequency mapping ω, a resolution π, and a phase

mapping ϕ such that:

(i) gcdptωj | vj P VF uq “ 1;

(ii) π “ k ¨ lcmptωj | vj P VF uq for some k P Ną0;

(iii) @vj P VF , ϕj ă π{ωj .

Remark 2 To determine which timed actors vj are ex-

pected to fire on a tick τ , we can use a vector tτ P B|V |

such that:

@vj P VF , tτj “ 1 ô τ ” ϕj pmod π{ωjq,

@vk R VF , tτj “ 0.

For example, in P: of Fig. 5, we have:

t0 “
“

1 0 0
‰T

, t1 “
“

1 0 0
‰T

, t2 “
“

1 0 1
‰T

.

[\

Remark 3 The sum of the vectors tτ for all τ gives a

vector whose coordinates indicate the number of times

each actor vj fires synchronously during every period of

π ticks. Hence, if we denote this sum t, we have tj “ ωj
for all vj P VF , and tk “ 0 for all vk R VF . With the

vectors tτ of P:, we have t “ t0 ` t1 ` t2 “
“

3 0 1
‰T

.

[\

Synchronous state, current tick, and tracking vector. A

synchronous state is a tuple θ “ xτ,ay containing the

current tick τ of the global clock, and a tracking vector

a P N|V | with one element per actor. The tracking vec-

tor is used to check that the timed actors respect their

synchronous constraints and has the following seman-

tic. An actor vj R VF without a frequency constraint is

ignored in a, so we assume that aj “ 0. For a timed

actor vj , the component aj counts how many times vj
fired at the current tick. So, for a synchronous state

to be valid, each component of a must be less than or

equal to the corresponding component in tτ .

Definition 5 (Synchronous state) For a graph G

with constraints Θ, a synchronous state is a tuple θ “

xτ,ay with a current tick τ P Tπ and a tracking vector

a “ pajq P N|V | such that for all vj R VF we have aj “ 0.

In addition, we say that synchronous state θ is valid if

0 őa ő tτ .

3.4 Language Semantic

Polygraph, state. We now define the notion of poly-

graph which introduces a basic communication topol-

ogy, rational communication rates, and synchronous con-

straints for a subset of actors. A state of a polygraph

is a combination of a channel state and a synchronous

state.

Definition 6 (Polygraph, state) A polygraph is a

tuple P “ xG,Γ,Θy of a graph G, a topology matrix Γ

for G, and constraints Θ for G. A state of a polygraph

P is a tuple s “ xc, θy of a channel state c and a syn-

chronous state θ. We say that state s is valid if both c

and θ are valid, in other words, if c ŕ 0 and θ “ xτ,ay

satisfies a ő tτ . We denote by S the set of all possible

states of P.

State transitions. The only possible transitions from

one state to another are the firing of an actor or a tick

of the global clock. The effect of the firing of an actor

on the channel state is to add its rates to the respec-

tive components of all the channels, as per Remark 1.

In addition, the firing of a timed actor is tracked by an

increment of its component in the tracking vector, and

has no effect on the current tick. When the global clock

ticks, the channel state is not changed, the current tick

is adjusted, and the tracking vector is reset.

Definition 7 (Fire) For a polygraph P“ xG,Γ,Θy,
the mapping fire : V ˆ S Ñ S maps an actor vj and

a state s “ xc, xτ,ayy to a state s1 “ xc1, xτ 1,a1yy such

that we have:

(i) c1 “ c` Γ ¨ uj ;

(ii) τ 1 “ τ ;

(iii) if vj P VF , then a1 “ a` uj ;

(iv) if vj R VF , then a1 “ a.

Remark 4 For two consecutive firings of any actors vj
and vk from a state s “ xc, xτ,ayy, the resulting state

s2 “ xc2, xτ2,a2yy does not depend on the order of the

firings, and we have c2 “ c`Γ ¨ puj ` ukq and τ2 “ τ .
In addition, if both vj and vk are timed actors, we have

a2 “ a ` puj ` ukq. This property can be generalized

to any finite number of consecutive firings. [\

Definition 8 (Tick) For a polygraph P“ xG,Γ,Θy,
the mapping tick : SÑS maps a state s “ xc, xτ,ayy

to a state s1 “ xc1, xτ 1,a1yy such that we have:

(i) c1 “ c;

(ii) τ 1 “ pτ ` 1q mod π;

(iii) a1 “ 0.

Executions. The state of P can evolve by successive

application of either fire or tick. An execution of P
is a finite sequence of such applications starting from

an initial state. The following definition of theoretical

executions allows for any ordering of the applications

of fire and tick, which is useful for reasoning about a

polygraph in an abstract way. We refine executions to

synchronous ones later in Def. 10, which contain valid

synchronous states only (the timed actors fire exactly
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once at the expected ticks), and to non-blocking exe-

cutions in Def. 11, where channels must always carry a

positive number of tokens. Executions with both prop-

erties are then valid.

Definition 9 (Execution) An execution of a poly-

graph P is a sequence of states σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn P S`,

such that for 1 ď l ă n we have:

(i) sl`1 “ firepvj , s
lq for some vj P V ;

(ii) or sl`1 “ tickpslq.

Remark 5 From the conditions of Def. 7 and Def. 8, for

a sequence of states s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn we can uniquely determine

for each state after s1 if it results from an application

of fire or tick on the previous state, and thus determine

whether that sequence is an execution. For that rea-

son, the execution notation includes only a sequence of

states without fire or tick transitions between states.

[\

Remark 6 The number of firings of actors in an exe-

cution σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn can be represented by a tracking

vector yσ “ pyσj q P N|V |. For each vj , the component

yσj gives the number of times vj fires in σ. The number

of ticks of the global clock in σ is denoted zσ. In other

words,

yσj “ card t l | 1 ď l ă n, sl`1 “ firepvj , s
lq u,

zσ “ card t l | 1 ď l ă n, sl`1 “ tickpslq u.

To isolate the number of firings of the timed actors, we

denote aσ the tracking vector paσj q P N|V | such that

aσj “ yσj if vj P VF , and aσj “ 0 if vj R VF . [\

Remark 7 Let σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn be an execution with initial

state s1 “ xc1, xτ1,a1yy P S and with final state sn “

xcn, xτn,anyy P S. Using Remark 4 and Def. 8, Condi-

tion (i), since a tick does not modify a channel state,

we can deduce that cn “ c1 ` Γ ¨ yσ. Moreover, from

Def. 8, Condition (ii), we deduce τn “ pτ1`zσq mod π.

By Def. 8, Condition (iii), the tracking vector an counts

the firings of timed actors that occurred since the last

tick in σ. If the very last transition in σ is a tick, then

we obviously have an “ 0. [\

Remark 8 For any two executions σ1 and σ2 of respec-

tive length n1 and n2, if we have σ1rn1s “ σ2r1s, we can

see σ2 as a continuation of σ1, and we denote σ1 Ź σ2

the execution σ3 “ σ1r1s ¨ ¨ ¨σ1rn1s ¨ σr2s ¨ ¨ ¨σ2rn2s. In

this case, from Remark 6, we have yσ3 “ yσ1`yσ2 and

zσ3 “ zσ1 ` zσ2 . [\

The sequence of states in Fig. 6 represents an execu-

tion σ1 “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s33 of the polygraph of Fig. 5, with the

detail of the channel and synchronous states. At the end

of the row for each state sl, we give the tracking vec-

tor yσ and tick count zσ of the execution σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sl.

Some lines are eluded, their contents can be inferred

from the tracking vector and tick count of the following

row, and from the corresponding path in Fig. 8.

Notice that if we denote σ1 “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s17 and σ2 “

s17 ¨ ¨ ¨ s33, then σ1 is built by continuing σ1 with σ2

as per Remark 8, and σ1 “ σ1 Ź σ2. From Remark 6,

we can see that the applications of fire and tick in σ2,

eluded in Fig. 6, are the same as those in σ1. Indeed, the

tracking vector and tick count for the row of s33 shows

that the same number of firings and ticks3 occurred

since s17. We then have yσ1

“ yσ2

and zσ
1

“ zσ
2

, and

by Remark 8, we have yσ1 “ yσ1

` yσ2

and zσ1 “

zσ
1

` zσ
2

.

However, in practice, with the synchronous constraints

and the read-blocking policy on the channels, there are

some restrictions, as illustrated in Fig. 7 with another

execution of our running example P: from a different

initial state. (To avoid any confusion, notice that the

same notation si refers here to different states than in

Fig. 6.)

Let us first explain when the firing of a timed actor

vj is admissible in a state s “ xc, xτ,ayy. In this case,

vj may fire only if the current tick τ is one of its firing

ticks, i.e. tτj “ 1 as per Remark 2. Since it must fire

exactly once on such a tick, an additional constraint

for a firing of vj is that it has not fired yet, i.e. its

component in the tracking vector a is aj “ 0. These

constraints are respected if the resulting synchronous

state after the firing is valid. Ticking the clock in s is

also subject to constraints: each timed actor vj sup-

posed to fire synchronously with τ should have done so

exactly once, i.e. its coordinate in the tracking vector

a is aj “ tτj “ 1. This constraint ensures that the clock

cannot tick too early, i.e. before all expected timed ac-

tors fire. In a synchronous execution, these conditions

must be verified for every transition.

Definition 10 (Synchronous execution) Consider

an execution σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn P S` of a polygraph P, with

sl “ xcl, θly and θl “ xτ l,aly for all 1 ď l ď n. The

execution σ is synchronous if synchronous state θ1 is

valid and for all 1 ď l ă n we have:

(i) sl`1 “ firepvj , s
lq for some vj P V and synchronous

state θl`1 is valid;

(ii) or sl`1 “ tickpslq and al “ tτ .

Since the novelty in PolyGraph resides mainly in the

synchronous constraints, it is worthwhile to provide ad-

ditional insight on their structure and properties in the

3 In addition, s1 “ s17 “ s33 and the reader familiar with
SDF literature will recognize the notion of iteration.
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sl cl1:tokens cl2:tokens τ l al1 al2 al3 yσ zσ

s1 4
3

: 1O 1
2

: 0 0 0 0 r0, 0, 0s 0

s2 “ firepv1, s1q
5
3

: 1O 1
2

: 0 1 0 0 r1, 0, 0s 0

s3 “ tickps2q 5
3

: 1O 1
2

: 1 0 0 0 r1, 0, 0s 1

s4 “ firepv1, s3q
6
3

: 1O 2O 1
2

: 1 1 0 0 r2, 0, 0s 1

s5 “ tickps4q 6
3

: 1O 2O 1
2

: 2 0 0 0 r2, 0, 0s 2

s6 “ firepv2, s5q
0
3

: 3
2

: 1O 2 0 0 0 r2, 1, 0s 2

s7 “ firepv1, s6q
1
3

: 3
2

: 1O 2 1 0 0 r3, 1, 0s 2

s8 “ firepv3, s7q
1
3

: 2
2

: 1O 2 1 0 1 r3, 1, 1s 2

s9 “ tickps8q 1
3

: 2
2

: 1O 0 0 0 0 r3, 1, 1s 3

¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨

s14 “ tickps13q 3
3

: 3O 2
2

: 1O 2 0 0 0 r5, 1, 1s 5

s15 “ firepv1, s14q
4
3

: 3O 2
2

: 1O 2 1 0 0 r6, 1, 1s 5

s16 “ firepv3, s15q
4
3

: 3O 1
2

: 2 1 0 1 r6, 1, 2s 5

s17 “ tickps16q 4
3

: 3O 1
2

: 0 0 0 0 r6, 1, 2s 6

¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨ ¨

s33 “ tickps32q 4
3

: 5O 1
2

0 0 0 0 r12, 2, 4s 12

Fig. 6: A live execution s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s33 of the polygraph P: from Fig. 5. For the channel states, there are as many circled numbers
nO as there are tokens occupying the channel in that state, and the number n represents the rank of the token in FIFO order

on the channel.

sl cl1 cl2 τ l al1 al2 al3 Comments

s1 2
3

0
2

2 0 0 0 Initial state.

s2 “ firepv1, s1q
3
3

0
2

2 1 0 0 Valid transition (synchronous and non-blocking)

s3 “ firepv1, s2q
4
3

0
2

2 2 0 0 " Non-synchronous firing of v1 (a31 ą t21)

s4 “ tickps3q 4
3

0
2

0 0 0 0 " Non-synchronous tick (a3 ‰ t2)

s5firepv2, s4q ´
2
3

2
2

0 0 0 0 " Blocking firing of v2 (c51 ă 0)

Fig. 7: An execution s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s5 of polygraph P: from Fig. 5, illustrating all possible kinds of invalid transitions: actor v1 fires
more than expected at the current tick τ “ 2 of state s2; the tick in s3 is invalid; and actor v2 fires with an insufficient input
channel state in state s4. The first two cases are excluded for a synchronous execution (cf. Def. 10), while the last case is
excluded for a non-blocking execution (cf. Def. 11).

following remarks. They all rely on the above defini-

tion of synchronous executions, and will be used in the

proofs of the next section.

Remark 9 The firing of an actor vj R VF without con-

straints does not impact the synchronous property of

an execution, since it does not modify the synchronous

state (cf. Def. 7, Conditions (ii) and (iv)). [\

Remark 10 It follows from the Conditions (i) and (ii)

in Def. 10 that the number of ticks in a synchronous

execution is constrained by the number of firings of the

timed actors, and conversely. For two synchronous ex-

ecutions σ and σ1 starting from the same initial state

s, if they have the same number of ticks zσ “ zσ
1

, we

can easily show by induction for 1 ď i ď zσ that by the

ith occurrence of a tick in σ and by the ith occurrence

of a tick in σ1, the timed actors fired the same number

of times in both executions σ and σ1. The number of

firings of the timed actors can thus differ only in the

suffixes of σ and σ1 starting from the last tick appli-

cation, and it is obviously bounded by the number of

expected firings in the current tick. If the number of

firing of timed actors is the same aσ “ aσ1

in both ex-

ecutions, it is then clear that it is the same in these

suffixes, and by Remark 4 the tracking vectors in their

final states are equal. We know from Remark 7 that the

current tick is also the same in their final states, and

thus their final synchronous states are equal. Finally, if

the number of firings of actors is the same yσ “ yσ1

in

both executions, also from Remark 7, their final chan-
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Fig. 8: Selected valid (and also live) executions of polygraph
P: from Fig. 5 starting from the initial state s1 of Fig. 6.
The horizontal execution represents the execution s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ s17

of Fig. 6. The white circled dot represents that initial state,
black dots represent tick applications, and plain arcs connect-
ing them represent the firings of the actors mentioned in their
label, in that order. The dashed arc illustrates that the exe-
cution can be repeated. (In this example the state after the
last tick is the initial state.)

nel states are equal, and the final state is the same in

both executions. [\

To comply with the read-blocking policy on the chan-

nels, for an actor to fire, there must be enough tokens

on its input channels. It can consume 0 tokens from a

channel only when its rational communication rate al-

lows such a firing. In any case, the resulting channel

state cannot become strictly negative. Hence, to fire

an actor vj in a state s “ xc, xτ,ayy, for each input

channel ei of vj , we require that the channel state ci
be large enough to avoid reaching a negative state, i.e.

ci ` γij ě 0 (since the rate γij is negative), or equiv-

alently ci ě |γij |. This constraint is respected if after

the firing of vj the resulting channel state is valid. No
additional condition is required after a tick since it does

not modify the channel state.

Definition 11 (Non-blocking execution) Let σ “

s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn P S` be an execution of a polygraph P, with

sl “ xcl, θly and θl “ xτ l,aly for all 1 ď l ď n. The

execution σ is non-blocking if channel state c1 is valid

and for all 1 ď l ă n we have:

(i) sl`1 “ firepvj , s
lq for some vj P V and channel state

cl`1 is valid;

(ii) or sl`1 “ tickpslq.

An execution for which these conditions are not verified

is said to be blocking.

Valid periodic schedule. In this section, a reader famil-

iar with SDF will recognize a generalization of the def-

initions of the classical consistency and liveness prop-

erties of SDF graphs to polygraphs. For a given poly-

graph P, finite executions that are both synchronous

and non-blocking are called valid. The conditions for

an execution to be valid impose a (partial) ordering of

the actor firings and the global clock ticks. The timed

actors must fire between the appropriate tick transi-

tions (cf. Def. 10), and a producer must fire a sufficient

number of times for a consumer to be able to fire in

turn (cf. Def. 11).

To illustrate this, in Fig. 8, possible valid executions

of the example polygraph P: from Fig. 5 are repre-

sented (to keep the representation compact, we limited

it to some representative firing orderings). Notice how

v2 may fire anytime after the second firing of v1, and

must fire before the second firing of v3, regardless of the

current tick.

Definition 12 (Valid execution) In a polygraph P,

an execution σ is valid if it is both synchronous and

non-blocking.

As mentioned in the introduction, only valid peri-

odic executions are of practical interest in our context,

as they can be statically analyzed. The results of that

static analysis can be extrapolated to any number of

repetitions of that period, giving a long run estimation.

For a given implementation and the resources available

on the physical platform running it, finding the per-

mutation that yields the best performance for some

criterion is also valuable, since scheduling the system

according to this pattern will be more efficient.

To be scheduled in practice, a valid periodic execu-

tion should run in finite memory without deadlock, for

any number of repetitions.

Without the synchronous and non-blocking proper-

ties, any execution σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn having at least one

firing and returning to its initial state (that is, with

sn “ s1) can be repeated any number of times to pro-

duce an execution σ1 “ σ Ź . . . Ź σ (cf. Fig. 6 showing

an execution built from two repetitions of another one,

and Fig. 8 which illustrates how the concept can be

repeated). This means that we can build such an exe-

cution σ1 of arbitrary length, mastering the intervals of

values of the channel states. Indeed, this interval will

be exactly the one observed for σ. This notion corre-

sponds to the classical consistency property of existing

data flow formalisms.

In our context, as explained in Sect. 2, synchronous

constraints must be taken into account to generalize the

consistency property to polygraphs in Theorem 1.

Definition 13 (Consistent) In a polygraph P, an ex-

ecution σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn is called consistent if it is synchro-

nous and we have s1 “ sn and yσ ‰ 0. If there is such

an execution for P, we say that P is consistent.
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Remark 11 The constraint for a consistent execution σ

to contain at least one firing (i.e. yσj ‰ 0 for some actor

vj) implies that all actors will fire at least once in σ (i.e.

yσj ‰ 0 for all actors vj). Indeed, from Remark 7, for any

channel ei “ xvj , vky P E with initial state ci in σ, the

final channel state is c1i “ ci`y
σ
j γij ` y

σ
k γik. Obviously,

since in a consistent execution we have the same initial

and final channel state, we must have yσj γij`y
σ
k γik “ 0.

If yσj ‰ 0 for some actor vj , then by Def. 2, Condi-

tion (ii), all the actors vk in its neighborhood must fire

a sufficient number of times yσk ą 0 to respect this bal-

ance equation, and since the system graph is connected,

by transitivity, this is true for all actors. We will see in

Th. 1 another interesting property of a consistent exe-

cution σ: the global clock ticks in σ some number r of

complete periods, that is, r ¨π times, for some r P Ną0.

[\

If a consistent execution σ is non-blocking, all read

operations on the channels can finish without blocking,

and this is true for any repetition σ1. The channel states

remain strictly positive and bounded, thus the number

of tokens occupying each channel at each moment of

time remains bounded as well. This notion corresponds

to the classical liveness property of existing data flow

formalisms, that we generalize to polygraphs in The-

orem 2. Since the synchronous constraints are already

taken into account in the consistency property, the non-

blocking property is all that is needed to have a peri-

odic execution that can be analyzed and implemented

in practice.

Definition 14 (Live) In a polygraph P, an execution

σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn is called live if it is consistent and non-

blocking. In other words, σ is live if it is valid, and we

have s1 “ sn and yσ ‰ 0. If there is such an execution

for P, we say that P is live from (initial state) s1.

For example, the polygraph P: from Fig. 5, with

initial state xc;, x0,0yy, has at least one live execution,

the one shown in Fig. 6.

4 PolyGraph Language Properties

As explained in the previous section, it is interesting to

a system designer to be able to decide if the modeled

system has live executions. We define here the theo-

retical foundation to check their existence for a given

model in practice. The reader familiar with SDF will

recognize statements from the theorems proved in [24],

generalized to account for the synchronous property of

executions introduced in PolyGraph.

4.1 Consistency Property

Based on existing results from [24, Th.1] and [28, Th.1],

if we denote s1 “ xc1, θ1y and sn “ xcn, θny, we know

that a necessary and sufficient condition to build an

execution s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn such that c1 “ cn is that there is

a non-trivial solution x to Γ ¨ x “ 0. Indeed, for any

such solution x, for any synchronous execution σ with a

number of firings yσj “ xj per actor vj , from Remark 7,

the resulting channel state is the same c1`Γ ¨ x “ cn.

To extend this result to polygraphs, we need to make

sure that it is possible to build a synchronous execution

also returning to the initial synchronous state θ1 “ θn

(that should be thus valid). We will prove that since

it comes back to the initial state (and therewith, to

the initial tick), that execution must have exactly some

strictly positive number r of repetitions of global clock

periods. For that execution to be synchronous, the fir-

ings of timed actors must be synchronous with the asso-

ciated ticks (given by the vectors tτ and t, inferred from

the definition of P as per Remarks 2 and 3). The other

actors vk R VF do not have additional constraints in a

synchronous execution, they just have to fire a number

xk of times. To separate their components in x, we de-

fine the set Y Ă N|V | of vectors y such that yk “ 0 for

any vk P VF .

For example, in the case of P: from Fig. 5, we know

from Remark 3 that t “
“

3 0 1
‰T

. With r “ 2 and

y “
“

0 1 0
‰T

, the vector x “ y`r ¨t “
“

6 1 2
‰T

satisfies

Γ ¨x “ 0. Notice that in Fig. 6, in state s17 the tracking

vector (cf. column yσ) equals x, and there are 2 ¨π “ 6

ticks (cf. column zσ). In s33, the tracking vector equals

2 ¨ x “
“

12 2 4
‰

, and there are 4 ¨ π “ 12 ticks.

Theorem 1 (Consistency theorem) For a polygraph

P, the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) P is consistent;

(ii) there exists a non-trivial solution x P N|V | to the

equation Γ ¨x “ 0 such that x “ y`r ¨t for some y P Y

and r P Ną0.

Any such solution x is called a repetition vector of P.

If polygraph P is consistent, there exists a minimal rep-

etition vector x such that for any other repetition vector

x1, x1 “ p ¨ x for some p P Ną0.

Proof First, we prove that (ii) implies (i). Suppose that

there exists such a solution x. Then we can decompose

it, for some y P Y and r P Ną0, as follows:

x “ y `
`

t0 ` . . .` tπ´1
˘

looooooooomooooooooon

“t

` . . .`
`

t0 ` . . .` tπ´1
˘

looooooooomooooooooon

“t
loooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooon

“rt

.
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The proof is organized as follows. The required consis-

tent execution will be obtained by constructing sub-

executions corresponding to this decomposition, and

then using them to build the consistent execution.

To build the sub-executions, we rely on the fact that

given a vector with one component per actor, it is possi-

ble to define an execution with as many firings of each

actor as specified by that vector, and show that, un-

der certain conditions, such an execution is synchronous

(Claim 1 below). Based on this result, we construct a

synchronous execution built from a valid initial syn-

chronous state using vector y (Claim 2). Then, we con-

struct a synchronous execution from a valid initial syn-

chronous state θ “ xτ,0y using a vector tτ and ending

with an additional tick (Claim 3). Finally, we compose

these sub-executions according to the decomposition of

x given above, and show that it is synchronous and re-

turns to the initial state (Claim 4 and the end of the

proof). Note that we do not care about the ordering

of the firings of producers with respect to consumers,

since we do not need the execution to be non-blocking.

Claim (1) Let s “ xc, θy P S such that synchronous

state θ “ xτ,ay is valid, and w P N|V | a vector such

that for all vj P VF , we have aj ` wj ď tτj . Let σ be

an execution such that σr1s “ s, yσ “ w, and zσ “ 0.

Then σ is synchronous.

In any such σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn with s1 “ s, there are wj
firings of each actor vj P V (without any constraint on

their order), and there is no tick (since zσ “ 0). Let us

denote sl “ xcl, θly and θl “ xτ l,aly for 1 ď l ď n. To

prove that σ is synchronous, since it has no ticks, we

just have to show (by Def. 10) that synchronous state
θl is valid for any 1 ď l ď n. For θ1 “ θ, it is assumed

in the statement.

First of all, since there is no tick in σ, and since the

tick operation is the only one modifying the current

tick (cf. Def. 8, Condition (ii)), the current tick is the

same τ l “ τ in all its states.

For any 1 ď l ď n, for any timed actor vj P VF ,

we have aj “ a1j ď alj ď anj “ aj ` wj by construc-

tion of σ (cf. Def. 7, Condition (ii)) since a component

of the tracking vector a is incremented when the cor-

responding actor fires, and vj fires wj times. Since by

assumption aj ` wj ď tτj , we deduce alj ď tτj . Hence,

al ő tτ , and synchronous state θl is valid (cf. Def. 5).

Notice that for a timed actor vj P VF , the assump-

tion aj `wj ď tτj implies wj ď 1, that is, a timed actor

vj fires in σ at most once, as it cannot fire several times

on the same tick.

Claim (2) For any y P Y and any state s1 “ xc1, θ1y P

S, such that synchronous state θ1 is valid, there exists

a synchronous execution σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn with final state

sn “ xcn, θny such that cn “ c1 ` Γ ¨ y and θn “ θ1.

Consider any execution σ such that σr1s “ s1, yσ “ y,

and zσ “ 0. Since y P Y , the components corresponding

to timed actors are 0, thus we can apply Claim 1 with

w “ y and deduce that σ is synchronous. The resulting

channel state is c1`Γ¨y as per Remark 7. The resulting

synchronous state is θ1 since the firings of actors vj R

VF do not modify the synchronous state as per Def. 7,

Condition (ii) and (iv).

Claim (3) For any state s1 “ xc1, θ1y P S with synchro-

nous state θ1 “ xτ,0y (that is obviously valid), there

exists a synchronous execution σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn with final

state sn “ xcn, θny such that cn “ c1 ` Γ ¨ tτ and

θn “ xpτ ` 1qmod π,0y.

Consider any execution σ1 such that σ1r1s “ s1, yσ1

“

tτ , and zσ
1

“ 0. With w “ tτ , the assumptions of

Claim 1 are verified, and we deduce that σ1 is syn-

chronous. Let us denote the resulting state of σ1 by

s1 “ xc1, xτ,a1yy. We have c1 “ c1 ` Γ ¨ tτ and a1 “

0`tτ “ tτ as per Remark 7. We extend σ1 by a tick and

obtain a new execution σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn with sn´1 “ s1 and

sn “ tickpsn´1q. Since a1 “ tτ , by Def. 10, σ is synchro-

nous as well. In addition, we have sn “ xcn, xτn,anyy

with cn “ c1, τn “ pτ ` 1q mod π, and an “ 0 as per

Def. 8.

Claim (4) For any state s1 “ xc1, θ1y P S with synchro-

nous state θ1 “ x0,0y (that is obviously valid), there

exists a synchronous execution σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn with final

state sn “ xcn, θny such that cn “ c1`Γ¨t and θn “ θ1.

Let σ0, . . . ,σπ´1 be the synchronous executions con-

structed as per Claim 3 for ticks τ “ 0, . . . , π´1, where

the initial state of σ0 is s1, and for any i ą 0, the initial

state of σi is the final state of σi´1. Let σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn

denote the combined execution σ0 Ź . . . Ź σπ´1. It is

synchronous since all σ0, . . . ,σπ´1 are synchronous. It

follows from Claim 3 that cn “ c1`Γ ¨ pt0`¨ ¨ ¨`tπ´1q,

and θn “ θ1. Equivalently, from Remark 3, we have

cn “ c1 ` Γ ¨ t.

We are ready to prove (ii) implies (i). Consider some

state s1 “ xc1, θ1y P S with synchronous state θ1 “

x0,0y (that is obviously valid). Let σ0 be the synchro-

nous execution built with initial state s1 as per Claim 2

with yσ0 “ y, and let σ1, . . . ,σr be the synchronous

executions constructed as per Claim 4, where for any

i ą 0, the initial state of σi is the final state of σi´1.

By Claim 2 and 4, each of these initial states is indeed

of the form s “ xc, x0,0yy P S for some channel state c.

Let σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn denote the combined execution

σ0 Ź . . . Ź σr. It is synchronous since all σ0, . . . ,σr
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are synchronous. Denote sn “ xcn, θny. It follows from

Claims 2, 3 and the condition (ii) that

cn “ c1 ` Γ ¨ py ` r ¨ tq “ c1 ` Γ ¨ x “ c1

and θn “ θ1. Therefore, sn “ s1.

Let us give a sketch of proof that (i) implies (ii).

Assume there is a consistent execution σ “ s1 ¨ ¨ ¨ sn for

P, let us denote its initial state by s1 “ xc1, θ1y P S

with a synchronous state θ1 “ xτ1,a1y. Since σ returns

to its initial channel state, by Remark 7, the tracking

vector yσ verifies Γ ¨ yσ “ 0. Without ticks, the fir-

ings of timed actors vj P VF monotonically increase

the components of the tracking vector in the successive

states (cf. Def. 7, Condition (iii)). As σ has to return

to the initial tracking vector, it must have ticks since

the only way to reset the tracking vector is to tick the

global clock (cf. Def. 8, Condition (iii)). As σ has to

return to the initial tick, from Def. 8, Condition (ii),

σ must have r ¨ π ticks in order to return to the same

tick with τ1 “ pτ1 ` r ¨ πq mod π. Then there must be
řπ´1
τ“0 r ¨ t

τ “ r¨t firings of timed actors (see Remark 3).

Indeed, this is obvious if a1 “ 0 and tτ
1

firings of timed

actors occur before the very first tick. Otherwise notice

that in σ, the tτ
1

´a1 firings of timed actors before the

very first tick, together with the a1 firings of timed ac-

tors (required to come back to the initial synchronous

state) after the very last tick, give the sum of tτ
1

.

Combining these constraints, in order to return to

both initial channel state and synchronous state, σ must

satisfy Γ ¨ yσ “ 0, yσj “ r ¨ tj for all vj P VF , and

zσ “ r ¨ π ticks. Thus yσ “ pyσ ´ r ¨ tq ` r ¨ t is the

required solution with pyσ ´ r ¨ tq P Y .

The existence of a minimal solution immediately fol-

lows from the fact that in this case rankpΓq “ |V | ´ 1

according to [24, Corollary of Lemma 2]. [\

Theorem 1 can be used to establish an explicit link

between consistent executions and repetitions vectors.

Corollary 1 Let P be a consistent polygraph with rep-

etition vector x “ y`r ¨t for some y P Y and r P Ną0,

and let s “ xc, θy P S be a state with a valid synchro-

nous state θ. Then there is a consistent execution σ with

initial state σr1s “ s such that yσ “ x, aσ “ r ¨ t, and

zσ “ r ¨ π.

Proof. In the proof of (ii)ñ(i), for a given repetition

vector, we actually constructed a consistent execution

from any state s1 “ xc, x0,0yy with a trivial synchro-

nous state x0,0y. In the general case s “ xc, θy, the re-

quired execution can also start by the firings of all non-

timed actors, then it basically rearranges sub-executions

in a different order, performing first all firings until the

next tick, then all firings and ticks until the end of the

period, then the r´1 remaining periods, and finally the

remaining firings and ticks of the incomplete period put

in the beginning. The detailed proof of the general case

proceeds similarly and is left to the reader, since Claim

1 does not require a trivial synchronous state. [\

Definition 15 (Minimal consistent execution) Let

x be the minimal repetition vector of a consistent poly-

graph P. A consistent execution σ of P with yσ “ x is

called a minimal consistent execution.

The following result shows that a minimal consistent

execution is a consistent execution of minimal length.

Corollary 2 Let P be a consistent polygraph with a

consistent execution σ and a minimal repetition vector

x. Then σ defines a repetition vector yσ having the form

yσ “ y ` r ¨ t for some y P Y and r P Ną0, and σ has

zσ “ r ¨ π ticks. Moreover, for any minimal consistent

execution σ1, we have yσ “ p ¨ yσ1

“ x and zσ “ p ¨ zσ
1

for some p P Ną0.

Proof. The first part follows from the proof of (i)ñ(ii)

of Th. 1. The second part follows from the last part of

Th. 1 and Def. 15. Notice that σ and σ1 are not required

to have the same initial state. [\

Finally, the following result shows an equivalence

between consistent executions.

Corollary 3 Let P be a consistent polygraph. If a syn-

chronous execution σ has the same number of ticks and

actor firings as a consistent execution σ1, i.e. yσ “ yσ1

and zσ “ zσ
1

, then σ is consistent as well.

Proof. By Corollaries 2 and 1, we can assume that we

have a consistent execution σ1 starting from the same

initial state s “ σr1s as σ. Then by Remark 10, σ and

σ1 have the same final state, so σ is consistent as well.

[\

4.2 Liveness Property

In Def. 14, a polygraph P from an initial state s is

called live when it has a live (i.e. consistent and non-

blocking) execution starting at s. Since by definition

a live execution is consistent, P must be consistent in

order to be live from s.

One goal of this section is to show a remarkable re-

sult: when verified, the liveness of polygraph P from ini-

tial state s guarantees that any valid execution starting

from s can be extended indefinitely without deadlock.

This stronger property better justifies the term P is

live from s.
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In a way similar to [24, Th. 3], we will to show that

if there is a live execution, then any valid execution

starting from s can be extended to a live execution. We

also show that there is a minimal consistent execution

that is live. In other words, the modeled system can be

executed indefinitely in finite memory without blocking

when its initialization corresponds to s.

For example, we have seen earlier that polygraph P:
from Fig. 5 is consistent. Considering the initial state s1

of the execution shown in Fig. 7, the only possible valid

extension from s1 is the firing of v1, and there is no valid

extension after that. Indeed, it is not possible to fire v1
a second time without another tick, it is not possible to

tick without a firing of v3, which is not possible without

firing v2, which is not possible without firing v1. There

is no live execution from that initial state s1.

On the other hand, the initial channel state c; from

Fig. 5 allows us to build a live execution, as the one

from Fig. 6 up to state s17, with s17 “ s1. Repeating

that execution once more (or continuing with any of

the executions shown in Fig. 8) leads to s33, again with

s33 “ s1, and so on.

In a new iteration, the order of transitions can be

modified, but as long as the execution remains valid

and the numbers of fire and tick applications remain

the same, it leads to the same state, and results in a

live execution.

Theorem 2 (Liveness theorem) Let P be a consis-

tent polygraph with minimal repetition vector x, and

s P S a valid state of P. The following statements are

equivalent:

(i) there is a non-blocking execution σ such that σr1s “
s and σ is a minimal consistent execution;

(ii) P is live from s;

(iii) any valid execution σ with σr1s “ s can be ex-

tended to a live execution;

(iv) any valid execution σ such that σr1s “ s, yσ ő x

and zσ ď z, where z denotes the number of ticks in a

minimal consistent execution, can be extended to a live

execution that is a minimal consistent execution.

Proof. It will be convenient first to show the following

fact.

Lemma 1 Let σ1 and σ be two valid executions from

initial state s such that yσ1

ő yσ and zσ
1

ď zσ. As-

sume that |σ1| ă |σ|, i.e. σ1 is strictly shorter than σ.

Then σ1 can be extended to a valid execution σ2 such

that |σ1| ` 1 “ |σ2|, yσ2

ő yσ and zσ
2

ď zσ.

We show that σ1 can be extended by one step. Indeed,

consider the set of prefixes σ1 of σ such that yσ1

ő yσ1

and zσ
1

ď zσ
1

, in other words, such that all applications

of tick or fire in σ1 also occur in σ1. Thus we have

|σ1| ď |σ1|. This set is non-empty as it contains at least

the trivial execution with only the initial state s. Let

σ2 be the maximal (i.e. the longest) of such prefixes σ1,

and suppose its length is |σ2| “ n.

Since |σ2| ď |σ1| and |σ1| ă |σ|, we deduce |σ2| ă

|σ|. We extend the execution σ1 by the same operation

(a tick or a firing of an actor) as the operation imme-

diately following the prefix σ2 in σ, i.e. between states

σrns and σrn ` 1s. Let σ2 be the resulting execution,

we have |σ2| “ |σ1| ` 1. Since the added operation was

already present in σ, we have yσ2

ő yσ and zσ
2

ď zσ.

It can be proved from the validity of σ1 and σ and

the construction of σ2 that the extended execution σ2

is indeed valid, that is, synchronous and non-blocking,

since the preconditions for that are necessarily satisfied.

We consider two cases.

Consider first the case when σrn ` 1s “ tickpσrnsq.

As zσ
2

ď zσ
1

and zσ
2

` 1 ą zσ
1

by maximality of σ2,

the same number of ticks occur in σ1 and σ2. Let us

explain the main steps of the argument. As σ1 and σ are

synchronous, by Remark 10, for any 1 ď i ď zσ
2

, by the

ith tick in σ1 and σ2 each timed actor has fired the same

number of times. As σ is synchronous, Condition (ii)

of Def. 10 is verified for that tick just after the prefix

σ2 in σ. Since all firings of timed actors that occur in

σ2 also occur in σ1 (as yσ2

ő yσ1

by construction of

σ2), Condition (ii) of Def. 10 for σ2 to be synchronous

is necessarily verified at the end of σ1 as well. Thus

σ2 constructed by adding a tick at the end of σ1 is

synchronous. In this case, no additional condition for

σ2 to be non-blocking is required, cf. Def. 11.

If σrn ` 1s “ firepvj ,σrnsq for some actor vj , since

all ticks and firings of actors occurring in σ2 also occur

in σ1 (by construction of σ2), we can show that the

conditions for the extended execution σ2 to be both

synchronous and non-blocking are verified. The detailed

proof relies on the definitions and is left to the reader.

To prove the theorem, we will show the implications:

(i) ñ (ii) ñ (iii) ñ (ii) ñ (i), and (i) ñ (iv) ñ (ii).

The implication (i)ñ(ii) directly follows from Def. 14.

Let us show that (ii)ñ(iii). Assume we have a live

execution σ from initial state s, and a valid execution

σ1 from s that we need to extend to a live execution. In

other words, we need to extend σ1 to a valid execution

coming back to state s.

Notice first that without loss of generality, we can

assume that σ is long enough to satisfy yσ1

ő yσ and

zσ
1

ď zσ. Indeed, by Remark 11, all elements in yσ are

strictly positive, and we saw in the proof of (ii)ñ(iii) in

Th. 1 that zσ ą 0 as well. By repeating live execution
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σ a sufficient number of times, we can obtain a longer

live execution satisfying both inequalities.

If yσ1

“ yσ and zσ
1

“ zσ, then σ1 is consistent

by Cor. 3, and thus live by Def. 14. Otherwise, we can

apply Lemma 1 for σ1 and σ to obtain a longer valid

execution σ2 such that |σ1| ă |σ2| ď |σ|, yσ2

ő yσ and

zσ
2

ď zσ. We can iterate this procedure by progres-

sively extending σ1 until we obtain a valid execution

σn such that |σn| “ |σ|, yσn ő yσ and zσ
n

ď zσ.

Therefore, yσn “ yσ and zσ
n

“ zσ. Using Cor. 3, we

deduce that σn is a live execution extending σ1.

To prove the implication (iii) ñ (ii), we apply (iii)

to extend the trivial valid execution σ with only the

initial state s to obtain a live execution σ1 from s.

Let us prove the implication (ii)ñ (i). By (ii), there

is a live execution σ1 from s. Let x be the minimal rep-

etition vector of P. Our goal is to construct a minimal

consistent execution σ from s that is also non-blocking.

By Cor. 2, such a minimal consistent execution σ will

satisfy yσ1

“ p ¨ yσ “ p ¨ x and zσ
1

“ p ¨ zσ for some

p P Ną0. The number p is thus uniquely defined by the

equality yσ1

“ p ¨ x.

Let the sequence of operations of σ be constructed

from the sequence of operations of σ1 by keeping the

first yσ
1

j {p firings of each actor vj and the first zσ
1

{p

ticks in σ1, in their order, and by erasing all other op-

erations. We have to show that σ is synchronous and

non-blocking. We give only the main steps of the proof,

which mostly uses the same routine verifications as pre-

viously.

Consider the longest prefix σ0 of σ that is both syn-

chronous and non-blocking, and assume n “ |σ0| ă

|σ|. Let us show that the operation between σrns and

σrn` 1s cannot be a tick: it would mean that a longer

prefix σ1—with this additional tick at the end of prefix

σ0—would not be synchronous and non-blocking. In-

deed, σ already contains all firings of timed actors that

are present in σ1 and necessary for σ1 to be synchro-

nous. By Def. 11, Condition (ii), an additional tick can

never prevent an execution from being non-blocking.

Assume that the operation between σrns and σrn`

1s is a firing of an actor vk, i.e. σrn`1s “ firepvk,σrnsq.

If a longer prefix σ1 obtained by adding such a fir-

ing at the end of prefix σ0 is blocking, it means that

there is an insufficient channel state for some channel

ei “ xvj , vky P E in state σrns. This can only occur

if some firing of the producer vj was present in σ1 but

erased in σ before the state σrns, and as it was erased,

there are already yσ
1

j {p firings of vj in σ before the state

σrns. Hence, after the yσ
1

k {p firings of the consumer vk,

the resulting channel state for ei becomes even smaller,

and remains negative. Therefore, since the initial chan-

nel state was non-negative, the global effect of σ on

channel ei is negative: pyσ
1

j {pqγij`py
σ1

k {pqγik ă 0. That

is contradictory with the constraint 0 “ yσ
1

j γij ` y
σ1

k γik
that follows from the fact that σ1 returns to the initial

channel state for this channel (cf. Remark 7). Similarly,

we can show that adding a firing of vk in σ0 cannot

prevent it from being synchronous.

We deduce by contradiction that σ0 must be equal

to σ. Therefore, σ is synchronous and non-blocking. By

Corollary 3, the resulting state of σ is s. We deduce by

construction of σ that σ is a minimal consistent execu-

tion from s that is also non-blocking.

Let us now prove the implication (i) ñ (iv). Let σ

be a live execution from initial state s that is a minimal

consistent execution (thus, by Cor. 2, yσ “ x and zσ “

z). Assume that we have a valid execution σ1 from s

with additional conditions yσ1

ő x and zσ
1

ď z, that

we need to extend to a live execution that is a minimal

consistent execution. If the additional conditions are

both equalities, by Corollary 3, σ1 is already a minimal

consistent execution. Otherwise we can reason like in

the proof of (ii)ñ(iii) and iteratively apply Lemma 1

until obtaining the required execution (by Corollary 3).

Finally, the implication (iv) ñ (ii) is proved like the

implication (iii) ñ (ii) above by extending the trivial

valid execution σ with only the initial state s to obtain

a live execution σ1 from s. [\

5 Liveness Checking

Thanks to Theorem 2, we can provide an algorithm to

automatically verify whether a given consistent poly-

graph P with a given valid state s1 is live from s1. If

so, the algorithm builds a live execution that is a mini-

mal consistent execution of P. It extends to PolyGraph

the PASS algorithm for SDF graphs [24].

Although the theorem is not constructive, it ensures

that if P is live, progressively extending a valid execu-

tion (starting from the initial state s1) by ticks and fir-

ings chosen in an arbitrary order provides the required

execution. We must just take care to do at most as

many firings and ticks as in a minimal consistent exe-

cution (cf. Th. 2(iv)). Of course, if P is not live, it will

be impossible to finish the extension: it will block at

some stage.

Algorithm 1 proposes one possible extension strat-

egy, that we could call “ticks go first”. On line 1, it

initializes the current state s (i.e. the last state of σ)

to the initial state s1, initializes σ to that initial state,

and introduces notation for the components of s. Next,

it executes ticks as long as possible (in a loop on lines
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Algorithm 1: Liveness test.

Data: a consistent polygraph P, x its minimal
repetition vector, z the number of ticks in a
minimal consistent execution, s1 a valid state
of P.

Result: true if P is live from s1, false otherwise.
1 s Ð s1 ; σ Ð s ; xc, xτ,ayy Ð s ;
2 // Extend σ by ticks as long as possible
3 while a “ tτ ^ zσ ă z do
4 s Ð tickpsq ; σ Ð σ ¨ s ; xc, xτ,ayy Ð s ;
5 end
6 AllowedÐ pV zVF q Y tvj P VF | tτj “ 1 ^ aj “ 0u ;

7 EnabledÐ tvj P V | @ei P inpvjq, ci ě γiju ;
8 WaitingÐ tvj P V | yσj ă xju ;

9 // Extend σ by a firing and ticks in a loop
10 while pEnabled XAllowed XWaitingq ‰ H do
11 // Fire an actor that can fire
12 Choose vk P pEnabled XAllowed XWaitingq ;
13 s Ð firepvk, sq ; σ Ð σ ¨ s ; xc, xτ,ayy Ð s ;
14 // Do ticks as long as possible
15 while a “ tτ ^ zσ ă z do
16 s Ð tickpsq ; σ Ð σ ¨ s ; xc, xτ,ayy Ð s ;
17 end
18 AllowedÐ pV zVF q Y tvj P VF | tτj “ 1 ^ aj “ 0u ;

19 EnabledÐ tvj P V | @ei P inpvjq, ci ě γiju ;
20 WaitingÐ tvj P V | yσj ă xju ;

21 end
22 return yσ “ x ^ zσ “ z;

3–5) to obtain a valid execution, but takes care to do

at most z ticks. Its validity follows from the loop con-

dition. Then it computes the sets of actors that are

allowed to fire in the current state from the point of

view of synchronous constraints (Allowed), that have

enough input tokens to fire (Enabled), and finally that

have not yet fired enough (Waiting). They are used in

the main loop (lines 10–21). As long as their intersec-

tion has an actor vk (cf. lines 10, 12), we can extend σ

to a longer valid execution by a firing of vk (cf. line 13).

Its validity follows from the definition of sets Allowed

and Enabled. The definition of Waiting ensures that σ

has at most as many firings of each actor as in x. Then

again, the algorithm executes ticks as long as possible

(in a loop on lines 15–17). At the end of the iteration,

the three sets are recomputed (lines 18–20). In any step,

σ has at most as many firings and ticks as in a minimal

consistent execution.

The actor (arbitrarily) chosen on line 12 can be the

actor in the intersection with the smallest index. This

ticks-go-first and smallest-index-first strategy applied

to the polygraph P: from Fig. 5 will produce the ex-

ecution in Fig. 8 passing through the three top nodes.

(The execution in Fig. 8 passing through the lowest

node would be obtained by another extension strategy:

firings-go-first and smallest-index-first.)

Proposition 1 Let P be a consistent polygraph with

a valid initial state s1. Algorithm 1 terminates. It is

a sound and complete algorithm to check if P is live

from s1. If it is live, the execution σ constructed by the

algorithm is a live execution from s1 that is a minimal

consistent execution of P.

Proof. Each iteration of each loop extends σ by at least

one transition. The algorithm terminates since the length

|σ| “ 1 `
ř

j y
σ
j ` zσ increases at each extension, and

cannot exceed the length of a minimal consistent exe-

cution.

Assume the true verdict is returned (by line 22),

that is, a valid execution σ with the same number of

ticks and firings as in a minimal consistent execution

was constructed. Then σ is consistent by Cor. 3. Thus

σ is a live execution that is a minimal consistent exe-

cution. Therefore, P is live from s1.

To show completeness, assume P is live from s1.

Then by Th. 2(iv), the extension of a valid execution

σ is always possible by a tick or by a firing. After any

extension by a new transition (at line 4 or 13 or 16),

the algorithm always tries first to add a tick (at line 4

or 16), and when it is not possible any more, a firing (at

line 13). Thus the algorithm cannot return false, as it

would mean that at some stage it could execute neither

a tick nor a firing, contrary to Th. 2(iv). The details

are left to the reader. [\

Algorithm 1 is an extension to PolyGraph of the

PASS algorithm for SDF graphs [24], taking into ac-

count the tick event and the synchronous property of

polygraph executions. It can be optimized by recomput-

ing the sets on lines 18–20 using their previous values

and pre-computed significant ticks at which some timed

actors are expected to fire, and updating only data for

the impacted channels or actors. For simplicity we pre-

sented here a straightforward version.

Remark 12 It is important to note that in a consistent

polygraph P, there is an initial channel state c that

guarantees liveness from any valid state s “ xc, xτ,ayy.

This channel state c is defined by ci “ xkγik for any

channel ei “ xvj , vky. Indeed, in that case, the con-

sumer vk has enough tokens on ei for all its xk fir-

ings along the minimal consistent execution, even in

the worst case, when all firings of the producer vj hap-

pen after them. Thus, Enabled “ V at any step of the

algorithm, so the timed actors can always fire as ex-

pected on the corresponding tick without blocking. Of

course, this over-feeded initial state c may introduce

too much latency in the system to be useful in practice.

We use it in polygraphs we generate to test our imple-

mentation of liveness checking algorithm, as explained

in Section 7. [\
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Complexity. The main difference between Algorithm 1

and the PASS algorithm of SDF is the handling of ticks.

As mentioned above, by precomputing significant ticks,

the loop (lines 3–5, 15–17) executing the next ticks

where no timed actor is expected to fire can be opti-

mized and turned into a constant-time operation, exe-

cuting the following non-significant ticks at once, along

with the preceding significant one.

As for the PASS algorithm, the main complexity fac-

tor for Algorithm 1 is thus the total number of firings

in a minimal consistent execution of the input poly-

graph P. It determines the number of iterations of the

main loop. This number is given by the sum of elements
ř

j xj of the minimal repetition vector x of P. Each it-

eration firing an actor vj needs to update the status

of its |inpvjq Y outpvjq| incident channels, that leads to

Op|V |q operations per iteration, taking into account the

worst case of a complete system graph.

For a topology matrix Γ with integral elements (in

particular, for SDF) the bound on the number of firings

can be derived from the maximum M2 of the absolute

values of the minors of order |V | ´ 1 in the matrix Γ:

we can deduce the bound
ř

j xj ď |V | ¨ M2 from [8,

Th. 1]. The upper bound of the overall complexity is

thus Op|V |2 ¨M2q. Since a minor (and thus M2) is ex-

ponential in the size |V |, it shows that, without any

restriction on the elements of the matrix Γ, this bound

is in general exponential.

Indeed, the time complexity of the PASS algorithm

is exponential in the worst case, which motivated the

investigation of alternative methods. One example is

checking the initial number of tokens occupying the

channels in cycles of the data flow graph [6], but as

demonstrated in Sect. 2 this is not applicable to poly-

graphs, and anyhow suffers from an exponential worst-

case for a complete graph. Other approaches simplify

the problem and check a sufficient condition in polyno-

mial time [26].

PolyGraph inherits this well-known issue for SDF

graphs and similar models. However, in practice, SDF

is widely used because the number of firings in real life

models remains reasonable compared to |V |, making

the liveness check a rather fast operation. This practical

observation has been confirmed for PolyGraph by our

experiments and industrial use cases, as we show below.

6 Methodology and Tool Support

In practice, the engineers designing a system do not

necessarily need to know all theoretical aspects of the

underlying formal model of computation. Based on a

realistic use case, we illustrate in this section the main

steps in a modeling methodology using PolyGraph, that

do not require a deep theoretical knowledge of the for-

malism.

The considered use case is an Advanced Driver As-

sistance System (ADAS). Several sensors are used to

determine the vehicle speed and perceive the environ-

ment, in order to render information on a cockpit dis-

play and regulate speed.

The main steps in the methodology include an iden-

tification of the functions and their dependencies, the

conversion of this informal specification to a polygraph,

and the refinement of constraints.

6.1 Functional Specification

We describe the architecture of the ADAS use case in

a way inspired by a state-of-the-art methodology for

service-oriented automotive systems [23].

Functions. In the ADAS use case, three sensors are

used. An odometer (ODM) measures the current speed,

a lidar (LDR) perceives nearby obstacles, and a stereo

camera films the road ahead. The stereo streams are

produced independently (LCM for left and RCM for

right).

The data produced by these functions is used by six

perception kernels, to transform it into more abstract

objects usable by decision and rendering processes (cf.

columns 2–3 in Fig. 9). These six perception functions

detect the following elements in the environment: near-

field obstacles (OBD), traffic signs (TSD), road mask

(RMD), traffic lanes (TLD), pedestrians (PDD), and

depth map (DMD), where the last letter “D” stands

for detection.

The object descriptors produced by the perception

kernels are then used by fusion kernels to have refined

information based on context. Two such kernels are

present in our use case. The results of PDD, RMD, and

DMD are combined to perform an advanced pedestrian

detection (APD), to identify pedestrians that are both

close to the vehicle and standing on the road. Data from

ODM combined with the results of TSD and OBD are

used to perform speed control (SPC), to determine if

the current speed is below the speed limit and whether

there is a risk of collision with a nearby obstacle.

Some software components interact with the phys-

ical world. An emergency braking system (EBS) may

be triggered by information received from speed control

SPC. Finally, most of the available results are analyzed

and rendered on an information display (IFD).

Interfaces. In service-oriented architectures, software com-

ponents exchange data through typed input/output in-

terfaces. An output interface declares the publication of
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Type Producers Consumers Comment

Left Frame LCM TSD, PDD, RMD, DMD, TLD Camera frame (left stream).

Right Frame RCM DMD Camera frame (right stream for stereo vision).

Speed ODM,TSD SPC Speed in km/h.

Grid LDR OBD Occupancy grid from lidar samples.

Obstacle OBD SPC Range to closest relevant obstacle.

Brake SPC EBS Boolean requiring emergency braking when set.

InfoSpeed SPC IFD Current speed, speed limit, and braking status.

Mask PDD,RMD,DMD APD Descriptors to draw

Mask TLD,APD IFD on a camera frame.

Fig. 9: Types used in the ADAS use case, with a listing of the producing and consuming software components per type.

samples of a certain data type, and an input interface

declares the subscription to the stream of typed samples

produced by an output interface. For the sake of sim-

plicity, we define very coarse-grained sample types to

specify the interfaces between functions in Fig. 9. This

way, each software component requires one sample from

its input interfaces in order to compute, and produces

one sample per computation on its output interfaces.

Timing constraints. Data fusion requires the input data

from different sources to be temporally correlated. The

corresponding timing constraints are generally derived

from functional requirements rather than sensor specifi-

cations. For example, regarding the acquisition of speed

by the odometer ODM, the system designers want to

determine a sampling frequency suitable to observe speed

variations with a precision that suits the needs of the

system.
In the domain of data fusion, these timing constraints

are often expressed as frequencies, in Hertz (Hz) or

frames per second (fps). In our use case these con-

straints were expressed in this way by the engineers

developing the system according to their expertise.

The sensing functions are constrained to produce

a regular stream of data: odometer ODM at 10Hz, li-

dar LDR at 30Hz, and both cameras LCM and RCM

at 10fps. The functions having an effect on the phys-

ical world are also constrained. For the IFD display,

its constraint is to render the gathered information on

the screen at 10fps. The minimal inter-arrival time for

emergency braking commands to EBS is 100ms, as such

it polls for input commands at 1{100ms = 10Hz.

The computation kernels are indirectly constrained

by these frequencies. Most of the image processing ker-

nels are applied to each frame produced by LCM, at

10fps. However, due to the required computational load,

the road mask is expected to be produced (by RMD)

every two frames of LCM (hence, at 5fps), and the

depth map (by DMD) every five frames of LCM and

RCM (2fps). The APD fusion kernel will work on ev-

ery descriptor produced by PDD, at 10fps, and use the

information produced by RMD and DMD when it is

available. The occupancy grid produced by OBD is re-

freshed from samples produced by LDR at 30Hz. The

speed information and emergency braking commands

are produced by SPC at 10Hz, and it needs only the

most recent grid from OBD.

In addition to these frequency constraints, this kind

of system also has the notion of end-to-end latency. It

is important to the system designers to determine the

acceptable delay to have a response to an input of the

system. Again, by experience, the end-to-end latencies

are specified from sensor to actuator, in standard time

units like milliseconds (ms).

As such, two end-to-end latencies are specified for

our ADAS use case: the information for frames acquired

by LCM and RCM must be rendered on screen by IFD

at most 50ms after acquisition, and an emergency brak-

ing command resulting from data acquired by odome-

ter ODM and lidar LDR must be taken into account by

EBS at most 20ms after acquisition.

6.2 Polygraph Modeling

The above specification elements can be translated di-

rectly into a polygraph, whose graphical representation

is given in Fig. 10. It shows the information required by

a tool to build the formal representation of the poly-

graph. The steps to obtain it are the following.

System graph. The system graph in Fig. 10 is actually

a direct translation of the specification. Each function

is an actor, and each communication dependency is a

channel. The only exception is the stream from LCM,

which is used by several functions. It is represented by
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Fig. 10: Graphical representation of a polygraph mod-

eling the ADAS use case.

a dashed vertex in the graph, modeling a function in

charge of distributing the data to different consumers.

Data flow programming languages [1,20] make use of

such actors to identify a data sharing pattern in the

graph, and enable compile time optimizations [29].

Frequencies. Frequency labels are added to the actors

modeling sensor and actuator functions that lie at the

interface with the physical world. These timed actors

receive a label that corresponds exactly to the informal

specification, and they will have a globally synchronous

periodic behavior.

All other functions are left without a frequency la-

bel, since they are computation kernels reacting to in-

put data. This allows a less constrained asynchronous

behavior for their firing. As mentioned in Sect. 2, this

will allow performance analysis to be less pessimistic by

enabling additional optimizations that would otherwise

not be possible if they were constrained to a globally

synchronous periodic behavior.

Finally, the expressed end-to-end latencies are cap-

tured by phases added to EBS and IFD. The phases are

expressed exactly as in the informal specification. Since

none of the sensing function actors receive a phase, they

all fire at the first tick of the global clock. The phases

expressed for EBS and IFD are thus duration offsets

from that reference starting date.

Rates. As explained in Sect. 2.1, the granularity of data

exchange on each channel is captured by the notion of

token. In our example, for every channel, a token is an

instance of the type specified for the connected inter-

faces in Fig. 9. A good starting point is then to set all

rates on all channel endpoints according to the com-

munication requirements of the connected functions. In

our example, that means initially setting all rates to 1.

To fit the specification, some adjustments are re-

quired though. The actors RMD and DMD model com-

putation kernels and as such do not have a frequency

constraint. However, a frequency was expressed in the

specification, relative to that of the stereo camera. The

rational rates on channels leading to RMD and DMD in

Fig. 10 directly follow from that informal specification.

Indeed, RMD will compute on 1 frame out of 2 from

the left stream, and DMD will compute on 1 out of 5

frames from both streams. Since APD works on every

frame mask provided by PDD at 10fps, it will have a

frame mask from RMD every other firing and one from

DMD every five firings. The rate of 1{3 on the output

channel of OBD follows from a similar reasoning.

Initial marking. RMD and DMD are expected (based

on the expertise of the system designers) to take longer

to produce results, and this may cause undesirable la-

tency in the system since APD depends on their result

to provide the advanced pedestrian detection mask to

IFD. The rational rates on channels connected to RMD

and DMD specify a resampling of the data streams cop-

ing with their reduced throughput, but they also leave

a degree of liberty on the synchronization of commu-

nications to absorb their latency, thanks to a rational

initial marking of the channels.

Without an initial marking, actors like RCM with a

rational rate 1{q on an output channel produce a token

only after q firings. Indeed, the successive firings add

the rate to an initial channel state 0, and the number

of tokens occupying the channel after q ´ 1 firings is

tpq ´ 1q{qu “ 0 (cf. Def. 3 and 7). The integer part

of the channel state increases only after the qth firing:

tq{qu “ 1. Hence, increasing the fractional part of an

initial channel state to k{q makes the production of a

token occur k firings earlier (this was illustrated earlier

in Figures 2 and 3).

In our example, an earlier firing of RMD, DMD,

and SPC is enabled by the initial marking (shown by

circled numbers) of their input channels, which come

from the corresponding sensing functions (cf. Fig. 10).

The maximum possible fractional part is used to have

the earliest release, and RMD and DMD will start pro-

cessing on the first frame produced by LCM and RCM.

Following the same logic, without an initial mark-

ing, actors like APD with a rational rate 1{q on an

input channel consume a token on their first firing, and

then nothing up to the pq ` 1qth firing. Indeed, in a

valid execution, such an actor fires only when the chan-

nel state is greater than 1{q. With an initial channel
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Algorithm 2: Conversion of a rational rate to

a cyclo-static rate sequence

Data: a rate 0 ‰ γ “ p
q
P Q with q ą 0, an initial

channel state c P Q.
Result: n1 ¨ ¨ ¨nq P N`, with ni the number of tokens
produced (if γ ą 0) or consumed (if γ ă 0) by the ith

firing.
1 r Ð c ´ tcu ;
2 for i “ 1 to q do
3 if γ ą 0 then ni Ð tiγ ` ru ´ tpi ´ 1qγ ` ru ;
4 else ni Ð ri|γ| ´ rs ´ rpi ´ 1q|γ| ´ rs ;

5 end
6 return n1 ¨ ¨ ¨nq

state of 0, when such an actor fires in this condition,

the channel state has to be an integer n since by Def. 2

the producer’s rate is an integer. Removing 1{q from

that state necessarily decreases the integer part of the

channel state by 1 since tn´ 1{qu “ n´ 1. This leaves

a fractional part of pq ´ 1q{q, and the following q ´ 1

firings deplete that fractional part down to 0. Only the

pq` 1qth firing finally decreases the integer part by one

again. Hence, increasing the fractional part of an initial

channel state to k{q has the opposite effect when the

rational rate is on the input endpoint, and makes the

consumption of the first token occur k firings later.

Therefore, in our example (cf. Fig. 10), the initial

marking of the input channels of APD delays the re-

quirement to obtain data from RMD and DMD to the

second and third firings respectively. Using the max-

imum possible fractional part would delay the input

requirement to the latest possible instant. However it is

not used in this case, to ensure a suitable temporal cor-

relation of the tokens consumed by firings of the fusion

APD. The time elapsed between two frames on each

of LCM and RCM streams is 100ms. It can be checked

that with the chosen initial markings, APD always con-

sumes data derived from samples sensed at most 200ms

apart (this could be an additional requirement of the

system).

The computation of numbers of tokens produced or

consumed by successive firings can be easily generalized

to any rational rate p{q and initial state c. Algorithm 2

returns the sequence n1 ¨ ¨ ¨nq P N` of numbers of to-

kens produced or consumed by q successive firings. That

sequence is equivalent to a cyclo-static rate as explained

in Sect. 2. The algorithm uses the fact [13, Prop.1] that

after the first i firings, a producer produces (resp., a

consumer consumes) tiγ` ru tokens (resp, ri|γ|´ rs to-

kens) in total, where r is the fractional part of c. Taking

the difference between these cumulative numbers after i

firings and after pi´1q firings gives the desired number

for the ith firing. (The implementation of Algorithm 2

can obviously be optimized to avoid redundant com-

putations.) An automatic tool can thus help to easily

switch between the rational specification and that se-

quence, making it clearer to the system designers which

firing produces or consumes tokens.

This concludes the explanation of how the specifi-

cation elements are converted into the representation

of Fig. 10. It can be automatically converted to a poly-

graph by automated tools, which can also further assist

the system designers in checking its liveness.

6.3 Assisted Property Checking

The graphical representation of Fig. 10 provides suffi-

cient information to automatically build the underlying

polygraph, and assist the system designers in the veri-

fication of their model.

Conversion to a polygraph. The construction of actor

set V and channel set E is trivial, as well as verifying

that they form a system graph G “ pV,Eq according

to Def. 1. The set of timed actors VF contains all ac-

tors from V for which a frequency label was specified.

Following the conditions of Def. 2, defining a topology

matrix for G is also straightforward.

An automatic tool can then be used to deduce syn-

chronous constraints. Given the graphical representa-

tion, frequency labels and phases should first be con-

verted into compatible units, say, frequencies in kilo-

hertz and phases in milliseconds. Algorithm 3 can then

be applied to compute a tuple of synchronous constraints

Θ for VF respecting the conditions of Def. 4.

The algorithm is given in the general case for ra-

tional frequences and phases, but its first steps fol-

low the explanations given (for integer frequences and

phases) in Sec. 3.3. First it computes a suitable hy-

perperiod duration (in ms) for the global clock, and

normalized frequencies (which belong to Ną0) with re-

spect to this hyperperiod. The greatest common divisor

is extended from integers to rational numbers by defin-

ing gcdpp1q ,
p2
q q “

gcdpp1,p2q
q for two rational numbers

p1
q ,

p2
q P Q brought to a common divisor q ą 0, and can

be generalized to a finite number of arguments.

Then we compute the minimal global clock resolu-

tion (i.e. its number of ticks) suitable to capture by its

ticks all firings without phases (πf ), all phases (πp) and

finally both firings and phases (π). The resulting tick

duration c “ h{π allows us to compute the normalized

phases (which belong to Ně0). The proof that the con-

ditions of Def. 4 are satisfied is left to the reader.

The result of that conversion is a polygraph P “

xG,Γ,Θy, according to Def. 6. We explain in the follow-
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Algorithm 3: Synchronous constraints.

Data: set of timed actors VF , frequencies
f : VFÑQą0, phases p : VFÑQě0, in
compatible units (e.g. kHz and ms), assuming
@v, ppvq ă 1{fpvq.

Result: synchronous constraints Θ for VF (cf. Def.4)
1 //Suitable hyperperiod h (in ms) for global clock:
2 aÐ gcdpfpvq|v P VF q;
3 hÐ 1{a;
4 //Normalized frequencies w.r.t. hyperperiod h:
5 ω : @v P VF , ωpvq Ð fpvq{a;
6 //Min. resolution to express all firings (w/o phases)
7 πf Ð lcmpωpvq|v P VF q;
8 //Min. resolution to express phases as tick offsets:
9 bÐ gcdph, gcdpppvq|v P VF qq;

10 πp Ð h{b;
11 //Min. resolution to express all firings with phases:
12 π Ð lcmpπf , πpq;
13 //Normalized phases w.r.t. global clock ticks:
14 cÐ h{π;
15 ϕ : @v P VF , ϕpvq Ð ppvq{c;
16 return Θ “ xω, π, ϕy

ing paragraphs how a tool could benefit from that rep-

resentation and Theorems 1 and 2 to assist the system

designers in correcting errors in their specification, be-

fore starting the process of predicting its performance.

Rate and frequency refinement. From P, the vector t

can be inferred as per Remark 3. Thanks to Th. 1, an

automatic tool has enough information to check whether

P is consistent, using for example a Cholesky decompo-

sition to solve the corresponding system of equations.

In the case of our example of Fig. 10, the model is

consistent. However, its variants with a minor specifica-

tion error or a mistake in building the input might lead

to a negative verdict (for example forgetting to set the
rate of 1{3 on the output channel of OBD), helping the

system designer to identify the issue and fix the model.

Developing advanced mechanisms to infer correct rates

and suggest them to the system designers is an inter-

esting future work direction, as discussed in Sect. 9.

Refinement of initial conditions. For the ADAS system

depicted in Fig. 10, an initial state can be directly in-

ferred as follows. Regarding the channel state c, for a

channel ei, if the corresponding arc in the graphical

view has no initial marking we set ci “ 0; otherwise,

the available rational marking is used as initial channel

state ci. Checking that channel state c is valid accord-

ing to Def. 3 is trivial. We set to zero the global tick τ

and tracker vector a, so the inferred initial state is thus

s “ xc, x0,0yy. Applying Algorithm 1 on the polygraph

P with initial state s returns true.

The test may fail, for example, if one forgets to mark

the channel between OBD and SPC with 2{3. As for

consistency, automated assistance to correct the model

in this case should be possible, as discussed in Sect. 9.

7 Implementation and Experiments

DIVERSITY is a customizable model analysis tool based

on symbolic execution [16], available in the Eclipse For-

mal Modeling Project [33]. DIVERSITY provides a pivot

language called xLIA (eXecutable Language for Inter-

action and Architecture) introducing a set of commu-

nication and execution primitives allowing one to en-

code a wide class of dynamic model semantics [16,3],

Communicating STS [2], and abstractions of hybrid sys-

tems [27]. In this work, we use it to analyze polygraphs

and check their liveness. All experiments were run on

an Intel core i7-7920HQ @ 3.10 GHz, RAM 32 GB.

7.1 xLIA State Machines for Polygraph Analysis

The root entity in an xLIA model is a so-called system.

A system is an executable entity that can be atomic

(state-machine), compositional or hierarchical. A poly-

graph translated to xLIA is a system where the ac-

tors are state-machines with input/output ports as-

sociated with channel endpoints. They communicate

asynchronously over FIFO queues, bounded or not, us-

ing xLIA connectors. Variables are used to store re-

ceived tokens on input instructions in transitions, with

guards conditioning their firing, and output statements

to model their token productions.

Figure 11 represents such a state machine for any
actor of a polygraph. Transitions are labeled with xLIA

macros representing the actions performed. The init

macro moves the initial marking from the input queues

to the counter of available input tokens, canFire() tests

if enough tokens are present for a non-blocking firing

of the actor (i.e. the actor belongs to the Enabled set

of Algorithm 1), consumption decrements the counter

of available input tokens, production sends the produc-

tion rate on the successor’s queue, and reception reads

that rate and adds it to the number of available tokens.

Regarding state machine semantics, all the states are

pseudo-states, except idle which is stable. This means

that any fired transition must be completed until re-

turning to the idle state. The else transition will be

evaluated if there is no possible reception.

The xLIA language allows a fine-grained definition

of an execution model for the actors of a polygraph. A

sequence of actors to fire is associated with each tick of

a clock, which corresponds to building the Allowed set

in Algorithm 1.
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Fig. 11: xLIA state machine pattern for an actor of a

polygraph

example number
of
(timed)
actors

built
exec.
length

verdict time

Fusion (a) ( 4 ) 5 23 Yes 8ms
Fusion (b) ( 4 ) 5 14 No 5ms
ADAS (a) ( 7 ) 18 207 Yes 111ms
ADAS (b) ( 7 ) 18 10 No 6ms
MP4-SP
(a)

( 2 ) 5 299 Yes 152ms

MP4-SP
(b)

( 2 ) 5 130 No 60ms

Fig. 12: Results of experiments, where (a) marks live

examples, and (b) marks manual modifications of ex-

amples to break the liveness property. The third col-

umn indicates the length of the constructed minimal

live execution (when found) or of the tentative execu-

tion (when a deadlock occurs).

Like Algorithm 1, the current implementation tries

to build a live execution that is a minimal consistent ex-

ecution. When it succeeds, the true verdict along with

the constructed execution is returned. As explained in

Sect. 5, various generation strategies can be possible.

The implemented strategy is optimized and slightly dif-

ferent from Algorithm 1. The significant ticks at which

each timed actor is supposed to fire are precomputed.

When attempting to fire a timed actor, at most one

firing is triggered, but when attempting to fire a non-

timed actor, as many firings of the actor as possible are

triggered at the same time. That limits the number of

necessary iterations and updates of the channel states.

Hence, the timed actors can only fire at the expected

tick. For any actor, a counter limits its number of firings

to its coordinate in the minimal repetition vector (that

corresponds to checking if it belongs to the Waiting set

in Algorithm 1).

The two subsections below describe two campaigns

of experiments. The first one, on a set of small (frag-

ments of) real-life examples is aimed at evaluating the

correctness of our tool. The purpose of the second one,

on a large set of random polygraph models generated

automatically, is to evaluate the performance of the

tool.

7.2 Experiments on Real-Life Examples

We have applied our algorithm to different small exam-

ples inspired by real-life systems and summarized the

results in Fig. 12. The model Fusion (a) is depicted

in Fig. 1d) and represents a live polygraph. The model

Fusion (b) is the same model, with a shorter phase for

the display actor, which blocks its execution on the first

tick on which it is supposed to fire (this is illustrated

earlier in Fig. 3). The model ADAS (a) is a variant of

the one detailed illustrated by Fig. 10 and explained

in Sect. 6. For the correctly marked model ADAS (a),

we find a live execution sequence in 111ms. ADAS (b)

is a modification of ADAS (a), obtained by setting to

0 the initial channel states, provoking a deadlock exe-

cution which was identified in 6 ms. The example de-

noted MP4´ SP (a) is a translation to PolyGraph of

a static version of the classical MPEG4 ´ SP SADF

decoder [34] (it was converted to a polygraph to illus-

trate dynamic reconfigurations in an extension to the

formalism, the dynamic polygraph is available in [13]).

The polygraph MP4´SP (a) has cycles, and has suffi-

cient initial conditions to be live. The modified version

MP4´ SP (b) has a shorter phase for an actor, as for

the Fusion (b), in order to break the liveness property.

All the results provided by the algorithm were con-

firmed manually. The results of experiments confirm

that the proposed tool correctly verifies liveness on re-

alistic small-scale models. Compared to the results pub-

lished in [14], our optimized implementation performs

30% better thanks to better engineering of the manage-

ment of clock ticks, that were evaluated at each step in

the previous version.

7.3 Polygraph Generator

We have also developed and used a model generator to

automatically generate polygraphs, in order to increase

the number of available models and to draw conclusions

on the performance of the approach. As explained be-

low, by construction, some generated models are known

to be live, and all the others are at least consistent.

The generator has some degrees of randomness, and

the principles are as follows.

The generator is configured to generate models with

a given number of actors, and connect them with a

given number of channels. A given percentage of ac-

tors are timed and receive a random frequency cho-

sen within a given range. Among these timed actors, a

fixed percentage receives a random phase in addition to

their frequency, chosen within the range of acceptable

phases according to Def. 4. The channels are generated
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by choosing randomly a pair of actors, and assigning

random rates on the channels.

As discussed earlier in Sect. 5, the main complexity

factor is the number of firings in minimal consistent ex-

ecutions. This number does not depend on the number

of actors or channels (except for its lower bound). As

such, generating random models of a fixed size with a

random number of firings for the actors would not pro-

vide more insights than generating random models of

increasing size with a bounded number of firings. With

the latter approach though, the measures show the im-

pact of the size of the instance on the execution time.

For this reason, one of the goals of the random gen-

erator is thus to bound the number of firings in the

minimal consistent execution.

The frequencies are chosen randomly from a con-

figurable range. In the benchmark we generated, that

range was 10–50Hz, with a step of 10, to have a measure

of control on the duration of one period of the global

clock. Since the hyperperiod of the system is the least

common multiple of the timed actor periods, by choos-

ing these values, in the worst generation scenario we

have a global clock period of 100ms.

The generator first builds a connected graph, then

generates additional channels in that single connected

component. As we focus on liveness detection and since

by Theorem 2 consistency is a prerequisite, the gener-

ation of channel rates is implemented to guarantee the

consistency property of the generated polygraphs.

The condition in Th. 1 defines balance equations,

one for each channel ei “ xvj , vky, relating the expected

number of firings xj , xk of the connected actors in a

consistent execution and their respective rates γij , γik
on ei. These balance equations are of the form xjγij `

xkγik “ 0. In addition, for a timed actor vj , its variable

xj must be a multiple of the number of expected firings

in the hyperperiod.

The generator randomly chooses one actor of a chan-

nel as a reference and randomly generates a rate for

the new connection. Then, relying on the balance equa-

tions, it computes a suitable rate for the actor on the

other end of the channel. We distinguish the following

cases:

– when the connected actors are both timed actors,

their variables xj , xk are constrained by their re-

spective repetitions over the global clock period, and

the generator chooses the rates to satisfy this con-

straint;

– when the connected actors belong to the same con-

nected component, their variables xj , xk are con-

strained by the existing balance equations in the

component, and the generator chooses the rate to

preserve the validity of these equations;
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Fig. 13: Average length of the minimal consistent exe-

cution explored for the generated models, the linearity

of that curve is enforced by our random generator.

– in any other case, the variables xj , xk are indepen-

dent, and the generator chooses the rates randomly,

with an objective to bound the values of xj , xk.

Once the configured number of channels is gener-

ated, the generator outputs a first version of the model.

Without an initial marking, and with phases generated

randomly, it is very unlikely that this version is live. In

order to produce a live model, a second version is cre-

ated, this time with all channels marked with enough

tokens to complete xk firings of the consumer. The

marking is thus xk ¨ γik. As mentioned in Remark 12,

this guarantees that Algorithm 1 returns true.

7.4 Experiments on Generated Examples

Using the polygraph generation algorithm we described

above, we generated 12,000 models. Models are first

classified into 9 categories, based on the number of their

actors, ranging from 10 to 150 with a step of 10. Each

of these categories has the same number of models and

contains models generated with varying parameters: the

number of channels, the number of timed actors, and

the number of timed actors with phases.

As mentioned above, half of the generated models

are initialized to force the liveness property. As ex-

pected, most of the others were not detected as live

by DIVERSITY, and we have 50.25% of live models

among the 10,000 generated. For the 6030 live mod-

els, the average length of the minimal live execution

explored by the algorithm increases linearly with the

number of actors in the model, as shown in Fig. 13.

This is explained by the guided choice of the rates in
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Fig. 14: Average execution time for the verification of

the liveness property for the generated models.

our generator. Indeed, as mentioned above, it tries as

much as possible to bound the number of firings per

actor in the minimal consistent execution.

Fig. 14 shows the average time it took to check

whether the liveness property holds for the considered

models in each category. In order to show the impact of

the number of channels in a tested model, the bench-

mark is divided between models that have the minimal

number of channels to have a connected system graph

(|E| “ |V |´ 1), and models such that |E| “ 10|V |. As

discussed in Section5, the average degree of the actors

impacts the complexity of the liveness test, and with

these categories we have an average degree of respec-

tively « 1 and 10 (note that our ADAS use case has an

averge degree of 1.2).

For non-live models, the curve only shows that the

detection occurs early in the search for a minimal live

execution (almost always before the second tick). For

the models that were found to be live, the curves in-

dicate that the analysis remains very fast, with an in-

creasing execution time with respect to the length of

the minimal live execution (as explained above), and

the number of channels. In the case where the average

degree is close to 1 the execution time remains below 2s

even for the models with more than 350 firings and ticks

in the minimal consistent execution. For the case where

the average degree is 10, the execution time remains

below 15s for the models with the minimal consistent

executions of that same length. These results confirm

that the proposed technique can be efficiently applied

for real-size models, since models with an average de-

gree of 10 and more than 300 events in the minimal

consistent execution are far larger than what can be

expected in real-size case studies.

8 Discussion and Related Work

Data flow and real-time. Regarding real-time and SDF

graphs, most of the related work focuses on applying

real-time scheduling techniques by assuming some de-

gree of periodicity for all actors [22,31]. These approaches

do not provide extensions to the formalism to express

periods on a subset of actors, integrate them into the

semantic of the model and allow verifying properties

prior to the schedulability tests.

Some approaches propose extensions to the formal-

ism and consider impact on the decidability of proper-

ties. Selva [30] considers different periods, with an ex-

tension to SDF adding a single throughput constraint

on a channel of a consistent SDF graph. From this con-

straint, a firing frequency is derived for the actors by

transitivity. This approach, while preserving the con-

sistency property by construction, does not allow the

expression of a frequency constraint per actor, based

on a real-life constraint on the modeled component, nor

the explicit synchronization of the firings on a reference

time scale. Singh et al. [32] propose an extension that

allows the specification of end-to-end latencies from a

source actor to a sink actor, the source actor being fired

on arrival of a sporadic event. The impact on the prop-

erties is limited by several assumptions on the topology

matrix.

Recently published research [10] follows a similar

approach to ours. By mixing elements from two exist-

ing formalisms, one allowing the specification of time-

triggered tasks and the other the specification of data

flow actors, the expressiveness of the resulting model-

ing framework is comparable to that of PolyGraph. The

main difference is that PolyGraph is a single formal-

ism with decidable properties and algorithms to check

them in practice. In [10], the impact of the combination

of constraints from two different formalisms on their re-

spective properties is not discussed, as the proposed ap-

proach is more focused on the performance evaluation.

The experimental results the authors obtained are in

favor of the modeling approach we have in common.

Regardless of the lower expressiveness and lack of

formal properties in these approaches, the results they

provide are of interest to derive real-time schedulability

tests and scheduling approaches for polygraphs.

Discrete events. The reactor model [25] and the model

of computation PTIDES [35] combine a real-time se-

mantic for sensors and actuators, and a discrete event

semantic for other components like computation ker-

nels. The reactors have an awareness of the real-time

through a logical time abstraction. The resulting exe-

cution semantic has similarities with PolyGraph, since
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some reactors are constrained by real-time and others

only react to input stimuli.

The main difference is that in the discrete event se-

mantic, components are not forced to produce output

events, while in the data flow semantic they are, ac-

cording to their output rates. This means that reactors

are better suited to model sparse systems in which the

components execute rarely, while PolyGraph actors are

more adapted to dense systems in which the compo-

nents execute often with a regular behavior.

There are also small differences in the kind of real-

time constraints that can be expressed. Both allow the

expression of stricly periodic and globally synchronous

behavior. While PolyGraph allows the expression of

end-to-end latencies from sensor to actuator, individ-

ual inputs of reactors can be assigned a deadline for the

production of output events in response to that partic-

ular input. Reactors can also produce sporadic events

with a minimal inter-arrival time.

We thus believe that reactors and PolyGraph ac-

tors are complementary concepts. For example, in the

ADAS use case detailed in Sect. 6, the relation between

actor SPC and EBS would clearly benefit more from

a reactor approach than the PolyGraph approach that

requires periodic polling. On the other hand, the data

fusion subgraph composed of LCM, RCM, PDD, RMD,

DMD and APD clearly benefits more from the regular

behavior of PolyGraph actors’ predictability.

Synchronous languages. Synchronous programming lan-

guages [11,4] can be used to express a data flow be-

tween synchronous periodic nodes, in order to generate

correct-by-construction programs. In these languages,

all the nodes are synchronous, while in PolyGraph, some

actors fire asynchronously when enabled.

Some derivations of synchronous languages attempt

to capture asynchronous behavior. In [5], a strict in-

terface is defined between synchronous signals of the

synchronous language and asynchronous channels. This

strict interface does not however provide the means

to have an integrated specification of synchronous and

asynchronous behavior. In [12,15], the authors use buffer-

ing to bridge the gap between synchronous nodes syn-

chronized on compatible clocks. This approach remains

globally synchronous, and is thus less adapted than

PolyGraph when purely asynchronous behavior is needed.

However, it would be a good output for code generation

from a polygraph in which all actors are timed.

9 Future Work

Automated assistance. We mentioned automated assis-

tance for refining incorrect polygraphs in Sect. 6. To

achieve consistency, it includes finding correct rates,

and to achieve liveness, correct phases and initial mark-

ings. Integrating mechanisms to achieve this in a mod-

eling tool for polygraphs is the next step. In addition,

adapting existing real-time and performance analysis

techniques available for live SDF graphs and derivatives

to live polygraphs would allow to benefit from their rich

semantic and obtain better results.

Formalism extensions. An interesting perspective is ex-

tending PolyGraph to have a more flexible execution

semantic. Our recent work [13] shows how determinis-

tic dynamic reconfigurations can be introduced in the

data flow graph.

The next step in extending PolyGraph is to define

composition operators for hierarchic refinement. This

would allow the modeling of very large scale systems.

For example, the fusion subgraph of the ADAS exam-

ple containing RMD, DMD, PDD and APD could be

folded into an equivalent actor. With an unambiguous

and compatible interface defined for this actor, the work

of refining the modeling of the fusion subgraph could

be delegated by the system designer to another team.

Compatibility and code generation. As mentioned in the

previous section, there are similarities between Poly-

Graph and language approaches to handle real-time and

asynchronous components.

It should be possible for example to use PolyGraph

to statically analyze the performance of such a system,

and generate code in the Lingua Franca (LF) meta-

language [25] to have a deterministic implementation

conforming to the PolyGraph specification. This would

require first to refine the equivalences with statements

and concepts of LF, and decide which actors could ben-

efit from being generated as reactors (e.g. the EBS actor

in the ADAS use case).

For subgraphs of a PolyGraph in which all actors

are timed, generating code in Lucy-N [15] would also al-

low to have an implementation conforming to the Poly-

Graph specification. In this case, equivalences must also

be refined first.

10 Conclusion

In this work, we have introduced PolyGraph, a data

flow formalism extending SDF with synchronous firing

semantics for the actors. We defined its semantics, dis-

cussed its properties and illustrated them by examples.

We have shown that with this extension, the existing

conditions to decide of a given SDF graph’s consistency

and liveness are no longer sufficient. We have extended
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the corresponding theorems and shown that the ex-

pressiveness extensions we proposed do not impact the

decidability of these properties. We defined an algo-

rithm for checking liveness of a given polygraph, and

proved its soundness and completeness. We proposed

a methodology to model a CPS with data fusion ker-

nels, illustrated on an ADAS use case. Finally, to enable

tool-assisted analysis of polygraphs, we have proposed a

framework relying on DIVERSITY to verify their live-

ness.

We performed experiments with this tool on a few

small realistic examples as well as a large set of au-

tomatically generated models. The results demonstrate

that our tool is able to soundly and efficiently decide

whether a given model is live, requiring only the anal-

ysis of one consistent execution and avoiding any risk

of combinatorial explosion due to branching. Soundness

and efficiency of the proposed verification approach di-

rectly follow from our theoretical results.

Thanks to rational communication rates and chan-

nel states, a polygraph model approximates a desired

non-linear (but regular) behavior of a modeled system

by a linear behavior in rational numbers, which brings

the benefit to facilitate reasoning about the properties

of the model. It inherits from SDF such strong prop-

erties as the link between consistent executions and

repetition vectors, the existence of a minimal repeti-

tion vector for a consistent polygraph, and the fact

that the existence of a live execution implies that a

valid execution can never lead to a deadlock. Our ex-

perience suggests that by exhibiting both synchronous

and asynchronous behavior, tightly integrated in a sin-

gle formalism, PolyGraph can help engineers to model

and analyze complex CPS with real-time interfaces and

compute intensive kernels.
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